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FROM THE PRINCIPAL
This year has been very successful for Ashwood College and for most students. Success can be
measured in many different ways and at many different levels. It is important that at Ashwood College
we provide the maximum range of opportunities for our students to achieve success.
Education is a broadening process. It should develop new skills, expand our horizons, increase
our knowledge and our understanding, and widen our interests. In a society that is becoming more
complex, with an expanding range of products and processes, and with a population that is becoming
more and more cosmopolitan it is important that we all strive for greater breadth in our educational goals.
At Ashwood College we take great pride in the range of programs that provide a variety of opportunities
for our students. We encourage our students to participate, to do their best. It is doing their best that
is important. What more can be expected? Success is important as itbuilds confidence and self esteem.
Success in one area can provide the springboard and confidence to tackle a task in another area. Being
prepared to take a risk in an essential part of learning. At Ashwood College we provide the supporting
environment that will encourage all our students to explore new areas, develop their talents and
maximise their potential.
For those of you who are students or who are regular visitors to the College you will recall the wide
range of work that has been on display in the corridors and in the classrooms or libraries. These items
are testimony to the efforts of our students and demonstrates the excellence achieved at Ashwood College.
If you attended or were involved in one or all of the major College productions this year, the Presentation Ball, the Wizard of oz, the Rock Eisteddfod and the Fashion Parade you would appreciate the range
of success achieved through these activities.
The Outdoor Education program and the Year level camps enabled students to meet new
challenges and test their skills and class room theory. As a result many of our students are showing an
increased awareness of our environment and a greater concern for its con servation. The Ashwood College
Forest Projecthas been one of the highlights of 1989. The student tree planting program has continued
and we are optimistic that the major development projects, the lake and study centre, will be started next
year. Sport and physical activities continue to be an important part ofth e curriculum and provide another
opportunity for students to have success.
The Students Representative Council enables students to become involved in decision making, to
have contact with students from other schools and to plan special projects such as fund raising for social
service. The S.R.C. has successfully operated the student Coffee Shop this year, an excellent training
in small business management. There is also scope for students to be involved in a range of committee
work throughout the college.
The Peer Suppol.t program provides Year 11 students with the structures to develop and exercise
leadership skills as well as helping our Year 7 students to build support networks and lean about
Ashwood College.

The music program has given some students the chance to develop their instrumental skills, and
the performances of the College Choir at the Waverley Festival, at local schools and for groups of senior
citizens have been another highlight of 1989.
The special integration program, where students from Ashwood School and Ashwood College combine, continues to be an outstanding success. The development of classroom skills together with the one
day a week work experience program enables all students to graduate to employment.
The wide range of practical studies at the College has given students the opportunity to develop
skills and produce work of which we are all very proud.
Another important feature of a school is that it is a place where students lean about each other
and learn how to work together. The social development of our students is a very important focus in our
curriculum.
It is our aim to see all our students stay at school and complete Year 12. The College provides a
range of courses through to Year 12 to cater for all students and we encourage them to work hard and
strive for success.
At Ashwood College we are very fortunate to have a talented and energetic staff who not only
provide the mainstream class programs but support a wide range of special projects in their own time.
I would like to thank the staff for their energy, their enthusiasm and for the quality of their programs.
In conclusion, I would like to ask parents to take a broad view of education and to encourage your
children to be involved in a variety of activities. I hope we can all look back on 1989 and remember the
successes we had in a range of activities and that we feel stimulated to tackle the challenges of 1990 with
renewed enthusiasm.
K.A. SC0BIE
PRINCIPAL
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FRONT ROW:

E. IHLMY, C. MORIANOS, F. PASKY, J. BELL, C. SANDERS, K. SCOBIE,

S. FOSTER, J. MOFFAT, D. ROWE, H. LUBLINER

sEcoND Row: ]. HILLs, H. sANDERs, G. smpp, D. CURRIE, v. BEDFORD, p. CUTIIBERT,
I. KERR, G. SWART, N. SMETI+URST, M. DUSTING, S. BAKER, R. DICKINSON, N. PETRENKO.
THIRD ROW: S. HARRIS, H. GRIFFITHS, D. ZYNGIER, A. KUKURUZOVIC, N. KARABINAS,

D. O'KEEFFE, P. ORANGE, L. RAWSON, D. DOTI`, 8. DUNSTAN, V. ANGELIS, H. BAKER,

I. HAELTON.
FouRTH Row : D. PODHORODECKI, G. youNG, 8. BourTON, I. THOMAs, N. wATTs,
P. DAVEY, R. GEDDES, W. HINSON, R. SLOAN, M. FERGUSON, M. PERKINS.

FIF'ITI ROW:

A. VANDENBERG. C. SAUNDERS, a. CHURCHWARD, C. ADDISON,

H. LAUNER, G. SLOCKWITCH, R. ANDERSON
SIXTH ROW: J. THOMPSON, P. TRAVIS, 8. LAUGHTON. N. MOTYER, P. JENES,
M. CULLING, J. BULLEN.
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CITIZENSHIP
What is a good citizen? This question was explored at a special Citizenship Assembly
held in the College Hall on Wednesday the 22nd of February.
Citizenship involves contribution, caring and co-operation.
The good citizen is the
College member -student, parent or staff -who contributes to the best of his or her ability, who
cares for the College and who co-operates with others.

One of our special guests, Councillor Russell Hannan, the Waverley Council's representative on the College Council, spoke of this when he praised the efforts of students and parents
who had worked to improve the safety of the school crossing.

Good citizenship is encouraged and recognised at Ashwood College, and two important
sets of Awards for Good Citizenship in 1988 were presented at the Assembly. The first, the City
of waverley Citizenship Awards, were received by Sally Dunlop (Year 8), Toula Moustakas
(Year 9) Sonia van Schilt (Year 10), Mark Aalbers and Paul Moldrich (Year 11), and Willeka
Wooster (Year 12).
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Front row:
Paul Moldrich, Willeka woosler, Toula Moustakas, Sally Dunlop, Sonia van schildt.
Middle row: Shane Dreiberg, Lorraine Bird, Ron Hola, Mark Aalbers.
Backrow:
MrsJ. Thomas,Andrew Gill, MrJ. Cume, Mrw. Peck, MrK. Scobic

The second major award, the John Currie Citizenship Award, was presented by Mr.
Currie to a Year 9 student, Toula Moustakas. Toula, apart from being secretary of the Student
/+++

Representative Council, was actively involved in many Other College activies, among them
membership of the Curriculum Committee, the College magazine production team, and the
EON-FM Dance group.
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Three major academic awards for 1988
were alsopresented. The 1988Robertwright
Memorial Award, for a student going on to
further study in the area of Technology, was
presented to Shame Dreiberg, and the 1988
Dun Awards were pT.esented to Ron Hola
(Group 1) and Lorraine Bird (STC).

The Assembly began with a piano item
by Year 10 student Kate Ryall, who played
Maxwell Eckstein's "By a Blue Lagoon", and
ended with a display of in agic by the firstJohn
Currie Citizenship Award winner, Andrew
Gill.

GOLD & SILVER SMITHING.
Ashwood College was fortunate to have the services of KARL MILLARD
in the capacity of "resident blacksmith" for a day. Karl is a past student
who attended the old Ashwood High School in 1978 and went on to complete his training in Gold & Silversmithing, Lead-lighting, Ceramics and
Blacksmithing at Chisholm Institute. He took the STC Metal Fabrication students through basic blacksmithing, using forge and anvil techniques.

The students were encouraged to try to complete a small piece of finished
work and most experienced the difficulty and reward of being able to
manipulate a piece of red hot metal into a "plastic form". A number of
students wish to pursue these techniques from now on. Karl's visit was
funded under the D.S.P. scheme and was a great success.
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COLLEGE COUNCIL
The new Ashwood College Council met for the first time on Wednesday
12th April.

The membership for 1989 is:Parents:
Mr. M. Anderson, Mr. F. Derwent,
Mrs. M. Mulholland, Mr. W. Peck, Mr. T. White.

Parents Association
Teaching Staff :

Mrs. L. Michaud.

Ancillary Staff :

Mrs. Y. Haylock

Students:

Mr. M. Aalbers, Ms. T. Moustakas, Ms. K. Phillips
Mr. K. Scobie

Principal:

Mr. C. Addison, Mr. C. Pearce, Mr. C. Sanders,
Mrs. N. Watts

The College Council has the responsibility to develop the education policy
of the College within the guidelines provided by the Ministry of Education and to

see that the college community has the opportunity to participate in policy formation.

The College Council is a representative body which reflects the important

partnership between the student, the teacher and the home.
partnership, the more effective the educational program.

The stronger the

YEAR SEVEN SCHOOL CAMP.
The Year Seven camp at Warburton was a wonderful success. The students seized
the opportunity to get to know each other better, and we were impressed with their
enthusiasm and co-operative spirit.
Thanks to the beautiful weather and variety of activities offered by Arrabri Icodge. we
all enjoyed ourselves.
The benefits of a camp such as this are obvious to us as we settle back into the routine at school.
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THE CANBERRA TRIP

1989.

On t.he 19th August, about 35 excited Year 11 students left. Ashwood
College.
We were on abus headedforcanberra,. Australia's capital.
After
stopping at the Ettomagah Pub for lunch (and a couple of toilet stops along
the way) we arrived at Warrambui at approximately 5 o'clock.
Warrambui
was the place where we stayed over the next four days.
It was about half
an hour's drive out of Canberra.

Having settled in and
f inished tea, we were taken
to
the
new
Parliament
House.
The first thing
that struck me about it was

the size and style of the
House.
It is quite huge
and beautifully designed.
Whilst being shown around
we ran into Andrew Peacock
and Fred Chaney.

After
(for most)

a

late

night

we all managed

to wake up in time for
breakf ast which was at a
quarter past seven.
The
food they served was quite
nice and plenty of it too.
The rest of the day was spent visiting the National Science and Technology Centre, the Electoral Education Centre and the Regatta Point Planning
Exhibition.
The National Science and Technology Centre was a place where
we were shown different forms of science and technology, including t.esting
yc)ur eyes and eyesight, to sitting or standing through dif ferent earthquakes.
As the name suggests, the Electoral Education Centre taught us
about our federal electoral system and the democratic process.
At the
Regatta Point Planning Exhibition we saw how Canberra was developed and
has changed throughout the years.
At 8 o'clock we all had to watch the Budget on T.V.
time we were able to watch T.V. at Warrambui!

It was the only

on Wednesday we vis-

ited

the

Institute

of

Sport.
Oh great:
I
thought.
We might see
some well known athletes.
But it neverhappened.
We
were shown only a few

I
I

I
I
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parts of the Institute of
Sport ,

including

the

swimming pool and weights
room.
I was very disappointed .
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Six people went to the National Press Club Luncheon where they met the
Treasurer, Mr. Keating, while the rest of us visited surrc>unding places.
Then we travelled to a park where we had lunch.
At this park was a tall
monument called 'Carrillc)n' which was given to Australia by Britain.
In
it were many bells and at a certain time a man would play the bells.
You
can't see the bells, so it is a surprise when music begins to flow out of
it .
Jason and Adam actually had a chance to play the bells, as they happened

tc) be in the right place at the right time.
one
of
the
highlights of Wednesday for me was
when we went to the
House of Represen-

tatives to 'sit in'
on
question
time
the day after the
Federal budget.
I
found
this
quite

entertaining,

es-

pecially when the
politicians
were
yelling and laughing at each other.
These

sessions

could be held at any
time.

When

the

politicians
were
needed at a session
either in the Senate or the House of Representatives, a particular colc>ur
(red or green) began to flash near the bottom of all the clocks, to show
which House was meeting.

The colour would remain flashing for four min-

utes, to give members a chance to get
the vote.
After returning to Warrambui and
a goc)d night's sleep.
By this time a
with the dreaded bug doing the rounds
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back to the appropriate chamber for

having dinner, we all turned in for
few students were quite sick -down
at this time of year.
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Because

Thursday

was

our

last day in Canberra, this day was
prettybusy.
Our first stopwas
at the War Memorial.

We could

onlyspendhalf anhc)urthere.
It
was a great place to visit.
Throughout the day we met

such people as Political Journalist on 2 CR, Prue Coward, Barry
Jones MP and Dr. Mike Wooldridge,
Member for Chisholm who all had

interesting things to say about
our political system and their
roles in it.
We also slipped.in
a visit to the High Court and what
a place it was!

We left Parliament House later that night.
the Great Hall, who should someone spot?

As we were walking down

Why, Bob Hawke!

Everyone ran

I

back up the stairs.
We were all in a small group and the P.M. came up
and began talking to a few of us (including me) .
Ms. Ferguson was introduced to Bob Hawke by Paul Kelly and I thought she was going to faint.
This would have been Ms. Ferguson's highlight of the trip!
Because this
was our last night we had a barbeque and the teachers allowed us to stay
up until midnight!

I
I

Fridaywas nowuponus.
Time
to go home!
After leaving Warrambui as clean as it was when we

first arrived, we departed for c)ur
/+++

long trip home.

A few students

were still sick.
I'm sure everyone was happy

I

to be home as it didn't take long
for uS to say our goodbyes to Rod
(our
driver)
and
each
other,
collect our gear and head to our

I

own

homes

with

DEBBIE MCGRATH.
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This year has been an eventful year for the S.R.C. of Ashwood College. With all year
levels represented on the S.R.C. a wide range of ideas and suggestions have been brought forward.
OFFICE BEARERS: PRESIDENT
Karen phillips Y12.
V PRESIDENTITREASURER Mark Aalbers Y12
SECRETARY Toula Moustakas Y10
'I'he 1989 Executive committee: Karen phillips Y12, Mark Aalbers Y12, Sonia vanschilt Yll,
Toula Moustakas Y10, Sally Dunlop Y9, Simon Flair Y8, Stuart Wall Y7.

The S.R.C. had been hard at work catering to the needs of students. The annual sausage
sizzle was a terrific success with lots of ideas from students. It is amazinghow many ideas and
suggestions students can think of when it comes to FREE SAUSAGES1111
Many fund-raisers have been done with the S.R.C. Chocolate drives, snowballs, casual
days, donut days and sponge throwing contests. A special thanks to all those who participated
in these events to make them successful.
Not only do the S.R.C. hold enjoyable events, but it is also represented on various committees. Toula Moustakas and Sonia Vanshilt were S.R.C. representatives on the Curriculum
committee attending full Gun.iculum days when all the rest of the students are on holiday.
Karen Phillips, Mark Aalbers and Toula Moustakas were S.R.C. representatives on school
council putting forward the ideas of the S.R.C. Toula Moustakas, Karen Phillips and Emily
Pedersen were on the Re-vegetation project. This was an "HONOUR" for them as they got to

meet Peter Garret.
With Mark Aalbers on the Finance committee, our finances were in perfect order.
Ashwood College also had "School Support Centre" meetings with other schools. The
meetings were a success with four representatives from each school in the Ashwood Region, a
lot was discussed and ideas, problems and achievements were shared. Toula Moustakas, Fiona
Sale, Sally Dunlop and Simon Fair attended these meetings and reported back regularly.
A major project of the S.R.C. is the Coffee Shop and the radio. Without the help ofa few
people, the Coffee Shop would not run. A special thanks to all those who contributed their time,
effort and the endless lunchtimes which were given up for the Coffee Shop.
1989 was a great year for the S.R.C. and hopefully it will be twice as strong next year.

TU~AVISIT
On Tuesday 18th April, eight S.R.C. representatives and two teachers went on a day trip
to Turana Youth Training Centre for boys. The S.R.C. has been giving Turana donations for
many years and thanks to the idea of Sally Dunlop, we decided to visit Turana.
We left Ashwood College at 9. 00 a. in. (well , by the time everyone gathered together it was
9.15 a.in.). After a forty-five minute drive, we finally arrived. During the trip, many different
ideas had been discussed about what it would be like. Dressed in casual clothes, we entered
the building.
After five minutes of waiting, the tour-manager came and gave us a talk on the history
of Turana, how many children were there, future plans and what we would be seeing.
Turana has one hundred boys with five of them being .wards of the state'. The boys there
are given three hot meals a day, seven free cigarettes (for those who smoke), sporting activities,
schooling and clothing. Turana is a good place for re-habilitation but on the other hand, the
boys think 'what a life'. Free mea.]s, shelter, everything they need.
Our tour-guide, Chris, showed us around the place. The buildings are divided into sections. Poplar house is a high-security building where fifteen boys live. These boys are there
for rape, murder, assault.
Les, our semi tour guide, thought himself a comedian and told a joke every five minutes,
whilst trying to explain the procedure of Turana.
After an hour and a half of walking and laughing we thanked Chris and Les and headed
back for school. I can safely say that everyone.s idea about Turana had changed for the better.
All the stories we had heard were definitely not true.
I would like to thank Mr. Sloan for giving up his time to drive us to Turana.
TOULA MOUSTAKAS -S.R.C. Secretary.
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'This is the ninth year of the annual "Spelling Championship of victoria", sponsored

by The Sun New-Pictorial and the Bank of Melbourne.
nine from all over Victoria participate.

+i

Students in years seven, eight and

For four weeks, students at Ashwood College were involved in class spelling competitions, to find the class champion to take part in the school final.

Lj

Lj

This year, the class champions were:
Stacey Drew (7A)
Jana Boulet (78)
Keith Liu and Maria Kapetis (Joint Champions of 7C),
Peter Kandyliotis (7D),

I

Owen Diggins (7E),

Sammer Abdul Hakim and Fiona Clark (Joint Champions of 8A),
jindrew Lang (88),
Danny Teo (8C),
Geoff Felsenthal (8D),
Katerina Petropoulos (8E),
Paul Fuller (98),
Mandy Smith (9C),
Rob Cas (9D),
Garth Ballantine (9E),
Richard Wenzler (9F),
and Vinh Nguyen (the E.S.L. Champion from 8A).
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Each class champion I.eceived a certificate from The Sun.

At lunchtime on Tuesday, 12 September, the class champions competed for the title of
school champion, in a final that was watched by a large audience of students and teachers
in the Eastern Campus Library.
Like any final in any competition, this was a tense time for the competitors. What
Mr. Pearce (who read the words) calls 'the heart-break rule' -"if you make one mistake,

you're out" - quickly caught out a few class champions, and after only a few rounds, six
people remained. The following round saw four of those six eliminated, leaving only Peter
Kandyliotis of 7D and Fiona Clark of 8A. Yes -all the year nine students had made mistakes, and were out!

If the early rounds had been tense, trying to find the winner from Peter and Fiona
was nail-biting. To establish the winner, a word spelled incorrectly by one person had to
be spelled correctly by the other. The second person then had to spell one more word
correctly. Sometimes Peter made a mistake, sometimes Fiona, sometimes both of them
(and once the judge mis-spelled a word that had given both contestants difficulty).
Finally, just before the bell at the end of lunchtime, Peter triumphed.
otis of 7D became the Junior School Spelling Champion of Ashwood College.
tions Peter, and well done Fiona.

Peter KandyliCongratula-

Everyone who paT`ticipated is to be congratulated on their efforts, and I'm sure everyone in the school will wish Peter good luck when he competes in the regional final next
term.
J. A. Moffat (English Co-ordinator)
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BUSHWALKING DIARY

a

"Ur2SDAY4th
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-Today isthe big dayforthe bushwalk in sherbrooke Forest. The night
before I spent packing my back pack with things that Mr. Addison said
we should bring. I reckon at least half of the junk was just a strain on the

back and an inconvenience for when you did want something useful
from one's pack.

Pl

I

We were required to take a track suit (waste of time), and a heavy rain
jacket ( total waste of time.
It kept out the heavy rain but all your
perspiration condensed in the coat and made you wet any\^ray. Mght
aswelljust take a llghterjacket, lessweight), a compass (tell me you'd get
that lost! They give you a map, the tracks are clearly markec] and you
travel in a huge group. You have to be totally incompetent to get lost,
and even then a compass wouldn't help you. If you're incompetent you
wouldn't know how to use it!), at least a litre of drink (Essential!), a warm

i+

i
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jumper (when you stop walking, on goes the jumper or you can almost
assure yourself of catching cold.), lunch (well it might be a good idea, as
seeing we are going for the day, you might get slightly hungry!), a hat
(optional, but I took my Accoubra any\^/ay.), decent walking shoes i.e. ,
something strong with grip! (Of course there had to be some Ning Nongs
who wore desert boots, which have no tread and next to no grip at all.
I wore my army style walk boots, so I was fine.) , walkir`g shorts (Essential!)

and of course shirt and socks (you may feel somewhat uncomfortable

B

I

without them). I also brought my sun glasses, but I definitely didn't need
them.

We departed a little before 9 a.in. in a coach. We arrived about 10,I
have the feeling, but I am not definite. It had been raining, so the trails

and plants were already wet. After the teachers gave out compasses,
whistles and maps (one bet\^/een t\^/o, choose the more incompetent
and give it to them) we split into two groups and set out.

+++
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The undergrowth,to put it accurately,wasverywet. Thetrackswere little
better. The scenery was good, although there was very little of specific
interest apart from some distorted soft barked tree ferns. Occasionally
very light rain fell , but not really enough to make a large increase to that
which was already dripping from the trees.

L

The t\^ro groups reunited at a picnic ground and had lunch at about the
half way mark of the journey.
•:

I

After lunch the rain really came down. I had an umbrella and a light
jacket (I was staying perfectly dry mind you!) but Mr. Addison made me

don the heavy jacket and put away the umbrella.
After a while I
reopened the umbrella as the tracks are wide and clear and the brolly
was doing a betterjob than the coat any way. I call the coats s.E.S. coats
which stands for State Emergency Service because the jackets are
identical to the ones you see the S.E.S. workers on T.V. wearing.

E

We finally reach our destination.
djrfy.

E

Very wet, very tired and somewhat

Over all it was a pretty good day I reckc>n.
PAULFULLE12

-98.
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I lookecl arciund the steamy cliscolourecl Jungle,. ancl came to a conclus\on

was ncit a place on earth

This

The tenor that I felt that night while i lay huc]dled beneath a

great fern, whHe the heavens openecl, and great cascades of mucl and water gushec] by,
was unmeasurable. As daybreak clawned I slowly realisecl I had tci builcl a shelter, after
all, I dldn.t know what sort of wilcl animals lurked in the clark corners of this seeming
unending forest.
I hacl certainly heard some last mght, roaring their protest to the
rainpelting downon theircoats
Ancl therewas therain too.
Itwas tropical rain, ancl
it was hot when lt ralnecl, in fact hot all the time, and that brought out the maggots,
wnggling ln the mud,like grains of rice on a sieve being shaken. Oh, what a terrible

place, cavernous,

steamy and uncomfortable.

Homble, basically.

I jumped as a spicler ran across my feet and scampered off along the forest floor,
I shivered with contempt
I.Nasty creepy-crawl ies al 1 over the place, snakes everywhere, Insects biting
constantly, and no protection. None at all," I muttered as I heaved up a heavy branch to
serve as a beam f`or my sr\elter.

Later that afternocin, just as my makeshift shelter was finishec], the rain started
again.

That, heavy subduecl feeling set ln as I lay in my humble slightly leaking shel-

ter.
I.\^/nat am I gciTng to do,I" I mcianed

GUY

THOMSON

8E.

I SAW .... ".

I saw a man flying a plane,
I saw a man slip down a drain,
I saw a dog sitting on a log,
I saw a boy sitting in the fog,
I saw a dragon,
saw a mouse,
I saw it run around the house,
I saw a seagull flying by
I saw a seagu]l dirty my pie.

MARIA KAPETIS 7C

I SAW .I.I .....
I saw the notes for a song,
I saw the girl who makes crowds throng,

I saw the bee buzzing and ready to sling,
I saw the same creature with a broken wing,
I saw freedom like a dove in the sky,
I saw a chicken, ready to fly,
I saw time stand still for an eternal instant,

I saw a pet run away and the child who missed it.
JENNY CAS 88
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GETTING HIGH ON OUTDOOR EDUCATION

As part of the Year 9 Outdoor
Education Course we had the chance
to go abseiling.

On Wednesday and Thursday
Stuart Willis erected a climbing wall.

One side had bits of wood stuck on it
to make it look like a rock face. The
other side was plain wood with a ledge

about a quarter of the way down it.

Each student had to put on a
harness and a carabeener. Stuart
taught the Year 9 classes how to
prussick up a rope and abseil down
the back of the wan, landing in the
trailer. We also climbed upthefront
of thewall. Whenyouclimbedupthe
front of the wall someone else had to

hold onto a rope attached to your harness.

Later we had a chance to commando run
downthefrontofthewall.

Onlysomeofthe stu-

dents did it because it was scary.
Commando
running is when you run forward, face down, with
your body parallel to the ground.
competent students (like us) did it.

Only the

Abseiling is when you jump onto the ledge
on the wall, then jump down to the trailer, bounc43

ingoff thewall.

Prussicking is when you climb up a rope using 2 ropes for yoLir feet
and one for your harness. You sit down in the harness, slide the leg ropes
up, stand up in the leg ropes and slide the harness rope up. You keep
doing this until you reach the top.
It was a really terrific experience and
several students who were not going to have a try decided to have a go
and really enjoyed it.
LOUISEWELSH, MAPIANJENKINS &SUSAN CUNNINGHAM. 9C.
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THE SNARE
by Aaron Stevens 7 C

What st.arted of f as an anxious
morning on Tuesday, the 12th September, turned int.o a day that the STC
Human Development class would long
remembe r .

Information about blood, what

it consists of and the different
blood groups was researched by all
members of the class.
It was then
decided that in order to learn more
about the functions of blood
an
excursion should be arranged.

Giving blood for the first time

The scaly snake slithered,
Through the broken picket fence
Of the old broken down house.
Prickle bushes blocked the way
But not for the snake.
It weaves its way along the cold
ground'
In the corner of its eye,
It spots a mouse running , scared.
The sly snake moved quickly
AI.ound the side of the house
Coming up behind the mouse.
Then the snake opened its jaws
In a flash the mouse was gone.

at the Blc)od Bank in South Melbourne

was a decision that could not be made
onthe spurof themoment. The sight
of blood and needles is not for the

faint at heart.
We arrived at the Blood Bank
and were met by Mr. Laurie Smith who

explained to us the procedures of
donating blood.
After rriany moments of hesita-

tion by a few students, all but three
decided it was time tc> shake off

their nerves and to contribute to
the purpc)se of our excursion.

Donating blood is a process
that involves signing forms, having
your haemoglobin checked for anae-

mia -a shortage of red cells in the
blood-, having your weight and blood
pressure taken and being given an
anaesthetic.
Giving blood is not
atallasbadasitsounds.
Aquick
25 minutes and you have doriated
blood, which could one day save a

person's

life.

Nearing the end of our excursion we were given a Blood Bank
showbag and a milk-shake, which we
were all looking forward tc>.
When

we returned tc> school it was decided
that the excursion was well worth

THE SNjRE
by John Farmar-Bowers 7C

The snake was slithering through the long grass.
His coat was green, yellow and very scaly.
He was on his way to the old barn
Where he caught his rats to eat.

Soon he saw a fat rat nibbling a rotting chair.
Quick as a flash he had the rat in his tummy,
Then the contented snake lay in the sun sleeping,
But he never woke up.
A blood stained spade stood by the shed.

it I ! .

It was a great feeling! ! .
LIBBY

HANCOCK

STC
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NATIONAL ENGLISH WEEK.
The week, 8th -12th May, was National English Week, and Ashwood College participated in a number of activities.

At lunchtime each day, films were shown, and at the beginning of period five there was
fifteen minutes of sustained silent reading across the school. This made for a relaxing start to
the afternoon, as well as giving people the chance to read the morning paper or continue with a
favouri te novel.

The most noticeable part of Natinal English Week, though, was the number of trees that
sprouted inside the buildings. These "poetrees" appeared on windows, in corridors, in the
libraries. The leaves, befitting autumn, were many coloured, as were the trees themselves.
Some trees had birds, nests, cobwebs, flowers, even fruit on them. All of the trees, be they large
or small, displayed poems written by the students at Ashwood College. Judging by the many

people who have stopped to read these poems, the school is well-endowed with poets, and
some of the poems appeared in the newsletter.
Thanks to the co-operation and participation of everyone involved, the first National
English Week was a successful one. Given the talent that is in the school, next year's National
English Week should be even better.
J. A. MOFFAT (English Co-ordinator)

SUMMER... URGH:

Anonymousyear[o

Holidays are a type of pleasure, so they say for the working civilian. This is a period
where they relax both mentally and physically. They are a time for play in the eyes of the
school child and they are looked forward to all the time. The summer holidays are the
favourite as they are the longest and they involve Christmas and the New Year. If you take
my holidays though you will realise that all holidays are not alike.

Christmas -the celebration of christ's birth. The dictionary meaning of the word
is very different 1.o a Christmas in our family. In our household Christmas is a time where
family and sometimes friends come over and get a free meal. It is also seen as a great time
to give and receive presents. Some I)eople may see this as enjoyable but it's even worse
when your five year old cousins come over and demolish everything in your room.

The New Year isjust another excuse for a party. This is when your parents are invited to some old friends place whom you have never heard of before and you have to go
and get totally and utterly bored. With one minute to midnight they all realise the drinks
are needed and by the time people start to celebrate it is one minute past midnight.
The beach is an important part of the summer holidays.
This is where people
migrate to during the hot summerweather. I don't know why they do this as it lsn't usually
a pleasant experience. You get sand nicked into your face. puffy raw swollen flesh after
staying in the sun too long. You reel burnt from the scorching sand, and your feet also
get cut because you stood on something sharp in the water.
To sum it all up summer can be a real pain if you don't have the holiday you wish
to have. Although this may put you off holidays. summer ones especially. you always
realise that they are much better than school or work where you get bottom crazy from
being planted on it all day long.
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Ashwood College was priveleged to have access to the acclaimed vocal group "The
Phones" who sang at the school on Wednesday June 14th.
This group regularly appears on national television and have presented a season of
shows at "The Last Laugh" theatre/restaurant,
The five men in the group are all talented singers and together they presented a most
humorous show.

WAVERLEY MUSIC
FESTIVAL
On th e evening of Thursday May 25th
I was pleased to attend the Robert Blackwood Hall atMonash university. Waverley
City Council was presenting its annual
Combined schools concert. Ashwood college was invited to participate, and Ms.
Griffiths, our new Music Co-ordinator, was
keen to accept the invitation.
Ashwood College was item 5 on the

programme, and our presentation began
with a rap song, entitled 'Rap is Back', which
was performed by four boys from 8C -Danny
Teo composed the music and wrote the lyrics.

Then the Junior Choir, accompanied
by Ms. Griffiths, sang three songs - Six
Ribbon s by John English , I am Australian by
Bruce Woodleigh and a combination of pack
Up Your Troubles/It's a Long Way to Tipperary.
I would like to compliment Ms. Grif-

ti
iirf,J##J`ii`i±J"
lip,pJ-Jii [

The Ashwood College Junior Choir has
been a most enjoyable group to belong to.
This year we began by preparing a pro-

I
LI

L

I
`

gramme for concert tour of the Local
Primary Schools. Later in the year, we
visited two old peoples homes and one
Primary School. The choir of 35 singers

range from Years 7 & 8 and are singing
songs from the musical Oliver; based on
the book Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens.
We are also singing songs from the 50 year
old musical The Wizard of Oz, based on the
book by L. Frank Baun.
\Vhen we visited the Montefiore Home for
the Aged and the Elizabeth Gardens Old
F`olks Home, our audience joined us in a
The choir
also presented a similar programme for
some of the students of Ashwood Primary

I
LJ'

Tir`€++

sing-a-long of old folk songs.

B

School.

JANA BOULET 78 & JADE FANCKE 7A.

fiths, and all of the students who took part,
on the quality of the perfoI.mance they gave,
after such a short preparation time.
CHRIS SANDERS (Deputy Principal)

ill

:11

JUNIOR CHOIR
Dora Adamopoulis
Leonie Balderstone

Grant Brown
Fiona Clark
Jodie Dunn
Jade Fancke
Skye Go!dsworthy
Bindi Harris
Cristy Langmaid
Susan Niazmand
Carolyn Rasti
Jenny Read
Maria Skliros
Robert Surace
Stuart Wall

I

Emma Azzopardi
Jana Boulet
Courtney Burns
Linda Cummings
Nerissa Elliott
Kelly Felsenthal

Amity Green
Colleen Ireland

Donna May
Bronvyn Price
Elizabeth Read
Melinda Riley
Megan Sosbey
SheTyn Watts

Mark Webster
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MEMORIES FROM THE PAST.
ln my country, Afghanistan, we lived in a very big house in the country. We had two enormous

blocks of land which were many times bigger than the land we have here in Australia now.

++++

In the front blockwe kept our animals such as cows, sheep, horses and goats. This block we
called the paddock.

I

We also had servants, who lived in a small two bedroom unit on the other side

of the paddock.
Behind our paddock on the second block was our house.

I

It had eight rooms, two big kitchens

and four bathrooms. The lounge room was practically made of glass as mostwalls were covered with
huge windows. The otherseven rooms also had big windows to let in as much light as possible. There
were two kitchens, one for summer and one for winter. In summerwe used the kitchen furthest from

the house so the smoke and food odours didn't get in the other rooms. The other kitchen was used
I+

in the winter because it was in the house.

I
I
I

The roof was flat, so in winter when it snowed, the servants went up and shoveled the snow
so the roof would not leak.

The garden was very big. In the middle of the garden we had grapevines and on the sides we

had apple, plum and pear trees.
11 also had a beautiful horse then.

She was white with a blackspot on her forehead.

I called

her "snow white". My dad and I used to go horseriding together, but I had to sit behind him because

I

I was small and unable to ride her alone.

We also had two donkeys. a black one and awhile one. I could only ride the white one because
it was young and therefore little.

I used to have so much fun riding my donkey around.

i+

I have so many beautiful memories of our farm. The times I had spent riding my donkey, milking the

E

cows and playing all sorts oi games. A few years later we left the farm and went to live in the city so

we could attend school there. Some years after that we came to Australia. It's a long time since we
have left our house and life on the farm, but for me it seems as though it was only yesterday.

fl
FAHIMA NIAZMAND 8C.

I
I
E
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-PUCHEA
A nttle town ln the east of Kampuchea called Batambong ls where I was born. It's
a town where I spent the first few years of my childhood. Its a wonderful land for many
different types of plantations. It has good rainfall all year round. In winter lt's not too
cold and in summer it's not that hot. It's got many playing parks and lakes for fishing.
and the best of all ls for swimming when the weather lsjust wann enough.
Unfortunately. our family was to leave this beautlrul town for political reasons. Our
family then moved to Thailand and stayed awaiting to go to Australia. Australia was very
hot on the day of our aITival. About two months later I was asked to go to school. It was
the first time in my life that I went to school. I really liked my nrst experiences at school.
HONGSUY

I
I

78.
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YEAP` /3 SCIENCE EXCURSION TO SORREINTO BACK BEACH.
On Fridciy the 25th August our class 8C and 88 went on a Science excur-

sion to Sorrento Back Beach.
It took us 1-1/2 hours to get there but
when we did we breathed the fresh air and felt better.
The day was
cold and windy but I don't think anyone was cold because we were all
so excited.
We had ten minutes break and then we walked up the hill
to Cc)ppins Lookout.

Then we hiked down to the beach where we saw an

aboriginal midden.
An aboriginal midden is an ancient tip where the
aborigines threw the left overs of their fish and shells.
Then we
went tc) the rock pool, and looked for anemones.
We found lots.
One
looked like a purple, king of red colc)ured flower.
We gave it some
chewing gum to eat but it pushed it away and caught a sea weed.
Some

boys went onto a rock in the sea, and they couldn't get out because
the sea level was rising.
But they made it and followed the rest of
us.
We climbed up the rocks looking for different things.
We also
took lots of photc)graphs.
Then it was lunch time.
The sea gulls
came and we gave them chips and bread.
At the end we had 20 minutes
to look for the answers on our activity sheets.
We found another

aboriginal midden, and called our teachers over to see it.

Then it

was time to go to the bus and go back to school.
We all wanted to
stay there for a few more hours, but it was time to go.
FIONA MAKEDONA

8C.

Sphinx Rock.

Investigating life in rock
pools at low tide.
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JOHNNY DIESEL
The Injectors are led by Johnny Diesel
Whose lyrics are better than a painting on an easel
Do's and Don'ts, rights and wrongs
These are what are in his songs
Stories of love and stories of hate
And things that could be your fate
Johnny has courage, Johnny is tough
And I can never get enough
Of his music, of his verse
When he's around things never get worse.

LEEANNE JOHNSON 7A
Friends
Vtho are friends??

UNITy DolhrNUNDER
Australians let us rejoice
Migrants from distant lands we are all

We have different cultures
Different traditions that we share
For we are all human,
with the same arms,legs and hearts,

Friends are the ones that care,
The ones that are always there
Friends are the ones that treat you right,
The ones that never fight
Friends are fun to be with,
Friends will always share
Friends are kind and generous
And never leave you in despair.
KRISTINE BEAUCIIAMP 10C.

Choosing our own goals in life together.
We came here for freedom and joy
in the beauty offered by this country.

The summers are irresistible.
Sizzling, hot, sticky weather
Pests of flies buzzing around
Barbecuing times in the outback
Inviting friends from here and there
Together under the sun rays.
'The shrieking cold winter

Most of us love or hate.
Skiing down the snowy slopes
Swivelling up, down and round in laughter
Or sitting close to the fireplace
absorbing the crackling heat
Melting the ice lying
between our bones.

Let us shake hands
and communicate
Just like a uniting family
Enjoying every second of the day
As the earth spins itself around.

The rose glistened in the morning dew,
Like a diamond shinning in the sun,
It's petals opened to greet the moming light,
Like a baby reaching for it's mum.
The rose was as red as blood,
And as soft as a room full of feathers.
A rose is a symbol, but a symbol of what?
A rose is a symbol of how much I love you.
MELANIE GIBSON loo

May it be let to last for millions .......

of years and generations to come.
My Dieu Do

ESL Yearl0
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THFj REVEGETATION PROJECT
Two years ago some Year 10 Geography students were inspired to make a study of the
possibilities for developing the environment of Ashwood. This study has developed into a
community project linking the revegetation projects for Gardiners Creek being developed by
Box Hill, Camberwell and Malvern Councils.]
During 1988 College students raised money to begin the project. Students from Ashwood Primary and the College planted over loco trees and shrubs as the beginning of the
'Forest of Ashwood!

The Revegetation Committee has received grants which have enabled them to have a
Landscape Plan prepared by Brett A. Lane Ply. Ltd. This plan will complement, but is not dependant on, the building project of the College and aims to provide an Environmental Education and a Passive Recreation Area for the College and for the Community.
P. DAVEY (PROJECT COORDINATOR)

i
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PETER GARRETT VISITS ASHWOOD COLLEGE
On Wednesday September 6th, Mr. Peter Garrett, President of the Australian Conservation Foundation, visited Ashwood College to inspect the site of the proposed ENVIRONMENTAL PARK AND STUDY CENTRE.
He was greeted by Mr. Phil Davey, Co-ordinator of the project, and several students who
have been working closely with Mr. Davey all year. A small group of students from Ashwood
Primary School were also invited and they presented Mr. Garrett with a bouquet of flowers and
a book they had made especially for the occasion.

Much to the delight of 80 students, who happened to be in the Eastern Campus Library at
the time, Mr. Garrett discussed the plans for the project with Mr. Davey and his student helpers.
He was very impressed by the plans, and vowed to give whatever support he could to ensure
they become a reality.
Surrounded by a contingent of reporters and photographers, Mr. Garrett moved out to
the embankment overlooking the proposed lake, where he helped plant several trees to symbolise his support for the project.
Before Mr. Garrett left, he had some words of advice for the students ...
"Our environment is precious. Let's work together to save it."
''The first thing an individual can do is to understand that just as our major problems have been

largely caused by the actions of people, so too can they be solved by people.
Hope for the future, and working to save our environment - that's what the Australian Conservation Foundation is all about. I urge you to become a member. It's your opportunity to make
a difference."

We live in a time of mounting cor\cern about the future of our planet. Major environmental problems like the greenhouse effect, ozone depletion, deforestation, pollution and loss
of species have now become our greatest challenges. The Australian Conservation Foundation
believes that our environmental problcms can be overcome by positive action. For more than
two decades it has campaigned successfully to protect our natural environment and develop
policies to make Australia an ecologically sustainable society.
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TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
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DRIVER EDUCATION.
Included in this years Mechanics course at Year 11 was a driver education programme.

This

u

programme\^/asrunatRETEC(MetropolitanTrafflicEducationcentre)fortwohoursperweekforsixweeks.

At the conclusion of the program students were asked to write down their comments and a cross section of
these are listed below. The programme content consisted of 50% theory and 50% practical driving, the
instniction in the cars being camed out by licensed instructors.

I
cD

W. DOOLEY (Program Co-ordinator)
•+:i;

I

I
LI

LI

COMMq=N:r|:S
*1 had driven a car before the coilrse, but I did not know the correct procedures.

I

*rltis course was welf worth while c[nd:gives you a solid base on wkieh to stan our Lives as d:rivers in

I

society.

*1 felt very comfortable with the instructors at the cc)urse.
*The most important things we learnt were you steer with your eyes, look where you want

L]

to go and always concer`trate on the road.

*It was good having dual control cars as I was pretty nervous at the start.

i,

*Start oLit l]g al]justing the seat to suit gour lieiglit and then check gour mirrors,
I]otli

bflck

and

side.

I

*It was good to learn the rules and know what our parents do wrong.
* It was good tcj learn why not to clrlnk ancl dnve and not to tall gate

* Because I hadn't driven before the gears and clutch operation were pretty hard
and I found oiit. you needed good co-ordination
*Uou [BtllJe) ltJi,tfu tl cDriscLc}tltLc)us out[oofu on tf+a sfui,[Ls t]j' d,ri,vLng, the
ttroi,t+tat+fl,tTce LttL>oLtJed, tL}Lth ci t'notor t)gfii,c[e, cit+cf tfue respottsLbL[Lti,es

Lj

I
I

oJ Elei,ng cl st}fe} d,ri,t;g}r.

*Any one else out there, if you ever get the chance to go to METEC, do it,

Lj

no matter what happens.
r
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MACALISTER RIVER CANOE TRIP.
Around six o.clock on a cold, dark mornmg our Year ten camp group
were up and making sure that all t,heir equipment was ready for the camp and
cance trip on the Macalister RIver. Everyone had to be on the Western Campus by seven thirty, making sure we were ready to go by eight thirty.

It was eight twenty when we left with only one late comer. Peter Harrington, arriving at eight. fifteen. It tock at least three and a half hours before we arrived at Chenes Bridge where we camped for our first night.
fter collecting our fcx)d and putting up our t.ent.s we got into our cances
and started revising our skills. What skills some of us had! Believe me, for
most, of us it was like going on the Big Dipper for the first time. By the time
we finished revising our skills and got back to our tents it was after four
o'clcx:k.

We were divided into groups, with an instructor for each group. On the
second day we started our canoeing trip down the Macalister; t,hat was the day
I fell in with my partner, Peter. It was so cold. Because so many people fell
in we had to change our course and camp somewhere else. That night the
teachers and instructors organized some games for us t,o play.
Early in the morning we all woke up ready for breakfast, nutrigrain,
without milk. We had to then pack our barrels ancl get ready to go down the
big one metre drop.
After five or ten minutes paddling we were at ''the drop" as the teachers
called it. All of us were scared, but t.o be honest it proved to be the most exciting and best part of the camp. After another three hours of paddling we
arrived at our home base. On the way the sounds of the bush were drowned
out by Deople screaming and laughing for joy as we had all passed our canceing tests. An unforgettable trip.

We then spent an hour and a half working on our tent.s, packing everything and making sure tliat nothing was left behind.
Back on the bus, everyone was absolutely dying for a decent meal. We
arrived back at schcx)1 at ten to eight p.in. An hour and a half late, biit, noone cared. We had all enjoyed ourselves. It was then time for us all to say
goodbye and to go home for a good mght's sleep and a decent meal.
PAULINEABELA

(YEAR lo)

QUOTES FROM CAMP.

Brot"/gtt titit£ 1, u/ere fiopetc}ss, euer`jbod;g .»tis stire thcit .#e t~ouLtf
fci[[ Lrt but t~e t±i,d,t+'t, t»hi,he tfue 9ooct c:cit+oBi,sts d;i,d!
JOANNE CLOVER
Back on tlie riLier iiie came to the hardest ..apid.

after theg'd l]een through it, theg louetl it.

Euergone LLias scared I]ut

LIBSLTAyLOR

We went and got our food, there was hardly any, we had to last 3 days and we nearly
starved...

If you fall in-yelp!

LISA THORN.

The next moming we were all ready for "the big drop". it was a great experience and we
all got wet.

MBIANIB GIBSON

ate camp was veny we[[ oTganised, we stopped and talk3ed 6ef ore going 'doriin each Tapiif 5o that we

47iez/ z¢faf z#e z/ere d:oi.#g.

CORAL HUBER
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Fair held on the concourse of Flinders Street Railway Station. This was an opportunity for
all Young Achievers Groups Statewide to sell to the public the products they have been

LI

manufacturing this year.
Our group have made a splendid display board which is well designed and versatile. Other
products for sale included books with secret compal.tments, board and boxer shorts, camp
stools, recipe books, planters etc.

The Young Achievers program is open to all Year 11 students and gives first hand experience of what "business" is all about. Students studying Economics and Accounting are able
to relate their experiences to these subjects. Others who are doing Maths/Science subjects
for example have business experience which they would not have gained otherwise.
Mrs. Margot Miller, the Co-ordinator of the program will be talking to the Year 10 students
later in the year.
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The sky is full or grey threatening clouds and they seem to burst with anger and
rmstration as there is a downfall orrain. It gradually gets heavier and heavier and turns
to hail.

Little bits or ice pound the pavement as if to prove a point. They are the star of the
show for a couple of seconds and then as they melt into miniature puddles and fade into
nothing. their performance is over. Their life ls over.
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There is a tremendous explosion and the dark, gloomy sky is lit up by what look like
fireworks. A new one appears and seems lo crac`k and divide up the sky. The cloudybackground to all the lightning looks as if they are rolling around in agony, banging against
each other in an attempt to see how much noise each can make.

Suddenly the sky is quiet and calm. The booming, echoing noise of the thunder and
the cracking, and what sounds like piercing screams coming from the bolts or lightmng.
comes to a halt.

Then, as if on cue, from over the hills the sun wakes up and rises. Its rays or sunshine radiate over the land which Just a few minutes ago was experiencing a storm.

The sun's warmth and light awakens many animals. The buzzing orbees, the croaking of frogs and the scampering or squilTels can soon be heard. But the most important
sound to me is the nuttering of wings. and the chirping of my little birds, beneath me in
their nest. who were born during the storm. One day. soon. I will tell them about the mght
they were born.
The sky was full or grey threatening clouds ......
SARAHC;ILL
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THE OCEAN.
The Ocean is a savage beast,
The fierce winds, and huge powerful waves;
Tear apart even the biggest of ships.
I've witnessed storms,
When the sea was whipped into a fierce

frenzy,
Like a cornered wild cat.

Yet people are drawn to the sea,
The salty air, the sand and surf;
They come to sun and surf` and swim.
And the sharks come to feast on their easy

I
I

Tearing them limb from limb,
Knowing there is no escape for them.
Like a boy with a daddy long legs.
DARABRO\VN 10C.
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My bird Tweet is just so sweet,
He sings and talks all week,
He thinks he is human,
And is always amusin,
He circuits our family room time and again,
with a flurry of feathers which sounds like rain,
His treat of the week is a nibble of lettuce leaf;
And the disaster of all is when he's lost in the hall.
ANTHONY DAVIS 10C.
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CHRIS. ROCHSTEIN.10C.
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On the evening of Wednesday June
21st I was pleased to attend the seeond annual Ashwood College Senior
Presentation Ball which was at
Rembrandt's Restaurant jn Wantima.
Twenty-five debutantes and their
partners were presented to His WorshiptheMayorofwaverley,Councillor
Laurie Ryan, and the Mayoress of
Waverley, Mrs. June Ryan.

Mr. Colin Pearce was Master of Ceremonjesagainthisyear. He introduced

I

I
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the couples to the Mayor and Mayoress and gave some interesting
background details about their hobbies,. his velvet tones were used to
great effect to add dignity and decorum to the occasion, which I am sure
will be well remembered by all who

attended.
After the formal presentation ceremony had concluded, the flowergirls,
Michaela Culling and Elizabeth Jenes,

presented the Mayor and Mayoress
with gifts.

Michaela and Elizabeth

captivated the audience with their
charm and poise.
Special thanks are due to Mrs. Maree
Dusting and Mrs. May Perkins for all the

time and effort they devoted to makjng the evening such a success.
Events such as these require an
enormous amount of planning,
preparation and organization, and

they are to be congratulated on the
fine job they did,
I would like to thank the famHies, rela-

tives and friends of the debutantes
and their partners who supported
them and the College by sharing the
evening at Rembrandt's with us.
Judging from the lack of room on the
dance floor for most of the evening, a

happy and enjoyable time was had
by all.

The students would like to thank the
dance instructor, Mr. Barry Ford, who
prepared them so well for the evening, and the members of staff who
atter`ded, for their support and en-

couragement.
Finally,I would like to say how pleased

I
I
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I

I was to see our students having so
much fun in the company of their
families.
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r|hePTesentahonSet
SheTrie BTash -j4ndrew Bt[Trows
Kfc[Tenq3erg -Bra,d o[iveT

apfhe[ Ca"p6elf -gang g¢o6le

rE,in:maDoug[as - Mark,Caroit
9P,:tie, go.f rf sdyoTthy -jthxpa,ndeT 9¢o[leT
Be[inda, Orjggins -Jason tl^)ere
Mebnie K5enc[ric.k. - 9¢ene Durralt±
q?:66,ie cprcg.Tath - pOu[q3Owdy

giro,6?a?ixpn -Justin Cusack.

9f it,i c_f erg -Matthew q3ndips
Sa[[y g{iem - q}Tett 9¢a,utid

f tye6ecca 9{oTdem -RjichaTd pindtt
Jeanie Mccott -Ca;meTon Macpfde
rla;mara Mc,Imes -Joftn sulhoan

93$6ecc,a pozue[[ -Ode Crot[

Tlg,dy Mockstt -Rfo6en stodink.

Lisa9¢oTth . Ja;mes g¢twton
9f tof a ap_yneT -Caneron MCKgenz,ie

apra[ie Sa;unders - pa,It[ gGe[[g
gha:as SiveT -Davirf pea;rsori

Rfache[ Shaman -f tyss parisi

S~rty rLe.ot.eo_ - q?eteT Ma;ming
gly[ie rwak3eham - Sc.ott tlenink§sen

g\¢aorhi rlayfor - 2LndTeas Baitis

Sotha a/anschif t -Mingue[ Mqgana

Tfowergiris
Michaeta cu[ftng -£[iza6eth Jones
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tFORK EXPERIENCE`
All student.s in Year 10 have completed 2 weeks
work experience.
In some cases it was their
first taste of the world of work. Using public
transport by themselves, getting to their destination on time, mixing with adults they did
not know previously and working a 8 hour day
were all part of this experience. The classroom teachers helped with visiting the student,s and all were i mpressed with how I 'grown
up" they were out of the schcol environment.
Certainly my 'feedback' has been most positive. There have been no complaints from the
employers and some students have been offered part-time jobs. CIthers have had their
ambitious confirmed and it is hoped this win
give them the motivation to work soliclly at
schcx)1 from now on. Others have found that
they disliked their area of work -better to find
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out now rather than when they actually leave
schcol!
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1989
I joined with many Mums ( where
were the Dads), students, ex-students and
staff to watch the heats of the 1989 Rock
Eistcddfod in which Ashwood College
was competing. The camberwell civic
centre was overflowing with spectators

and performers. In the foyer a vast array
of bcautifully costumed s[udcnts set the
scene for an evening of fun, fantasy and
excitement. Ton schools competed in the
heatproducingawiderangeofintcxprelation to their chosen music. It was a great
spectacle which everyone enjoyed. The
highlight was the presentation by school
number 9 - ASHWOOD COLLEGE. IL
was based on a dream sequence taking the
audience back in time to the "Wn.D
WEST''.
The costumes, designed and
mainly produced by Frances Sanders,
wereablazeofcolour,thebackdrops,produced like a VFL football banner, looked
great and the dancing and action were
precise and exciting.
The performers
looked as if they were really enjoying
themselves and they projected great energy and excitement.
It was a wonderful climax to months of
very hard work involving the cast and
crew. The work was all done in their own
time.
The sets and costmes involved
hundreds of hours of work. Ms. Sanders
and the students are to be congratulated on
their ach ievemcnt.
It was an outstanding team effort. Within
seven days Ashwood College presented
"The Wizard of Oz" and "The Wild
West", I wonder how many schools could

produce two major productions of such a
high standard at the same ume with so
little disruption to normal school work. It

has been a great achievement.
KEN SCOBIE -PRINCIPAL.

Congratulations to all those students involved in the 1989 Rock
Eis[eddfod. I would especially like to thank the following pcople for
their contributions:

DANCERS - INDIANS IRENE SINADINO,

SAMANTHA FOENANDER,
TAMARA MULHOLLAND,
MIcliELLE KRUS S ,
KIM ISIK,

JANE BLACK,
REBECCA TURNER,
TAR YNE MCLAC ELAN.

BELINDA McCASKILL,
ANNABEL MOCK,
MARY CAIRNS,

ANGELA B ARTLETr,
ANDRE REUNIER ,
CLAIR BROADLEY,
PRISCILLA DUFFUS,

COWBOYS KAREN PHH,LIPS ,
KERRY MORTIMER,
CINDY ROCHSTEIN,

SADIE LOGAN,
RACHEL POWELL,
REGAN FITSIMMONS
AMANDA KING,
TRISH HARVEY,
LUCY GRIMWOOD,

DARLENE BROMAGE,
LEANNE BOYSON,
MELANIE ARCRER,
MELANIE BISSETT
BACKSTAGE CREW cAr\AIRON MCKENzlE ,
CARRY NOBLE,
GLENN NEAVES ,
SCOTT PARKINSON,

ALEX NOLLER,
DARREN SAUNDERS,
JOIIN M. SULLIVAN,
MATTREW THOMAS ,
CAMERON WALKER ,
COREY SHANNON,
DAOUD MERSCIEDI,
JASON SAULTRY,
LUKE STAINTHORPE

TIMOTHY Tho TEO,
FRANK O'LOUGlfllN,
PETER HARRINGTON ,
ADRIAN SCELEGEL,
ANTHONY TEO TEO,

MAKE-UP CEIEREE HOLZER, CAYLENE HALL.

TEACIERS r\m. sHlpp (MOTlvATOR) OUR IERo,
MR. BELL (TAXI), MISS GRIFFITHS, MISS RAWSON.
COSTuivffi -

FRANCES (TIIE OTRER) SANDERS,
MANDY MORTIMER,
JULIE DALE,
SAMANTHA JINKS
LIGHTING - DARREN SAUNDERS.
BACKDROP ALISON GILMOUR,

SCOTT PARKINSON,

YEAR 7 STUDENTS (A & B),
ANDRE MEUNHR.

A good time was had by all, matched by great dancing, fast set
changes and TREivENDOUS TEAM WORK. All students were a
credit to Ashwood college. Well Done!

MISS H. SANDERS -ROCK EISTEDDFOD CO-ORDINATOR.

ASHWOOD COLLEGE MAGAZINE
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THE WIZARD OF OZ.
In all the excitement generated by the marvellous performances on the 10,11 and 12
August there was a touch of sadness on Saturday night. It was the last night. The fantasy was over. I am sure some of the cast would have liked to continue living in the land of
Oz having fun with the Munchkins and living in fear of the Jitterbugs. The Wizard of Oz
will live in the memory of all the cast forever, and it will be remembered by the audience as
a wonderfully happy and very entertaining production.
The show had the qualities that make live theatre so much better than film or television.
The cast is performing for you -there is the emotional contact, the special climaxes and
even the unexpected drama such as Friday's fire in the face of Oz.
The production has given some students the opportunity to transfer the skills gained in the
College music program into a live performance. The production is for a representative
group of College students, open to any
students to get involved. To make a commitment, to meet deadlines, to make sacrifices, to
practise and develop skills, to be part of a team, and to work hard. The result - a production that everyone acknowledged as a wonderful success.
Congratulations to the cast; the audiences very clearly and loudly indicated how much they
appreciated your performances.
Thank you to the Mums and Dads - you have been so tolerant and co-operative. Oz took
over, if not your lives, certainly the lives of your children -they may never be the same
again.
Thank you to the many helpers; little jobs, bigjobs, they all count.
Students, staff, parents and friends have all contributed to the final
production. As you heard in the production, the Wizard of oz takes on
many forms. I would like to acknowledge the work of a number of wizards.
Mrs. Calcutt -the costumes wizard, sometimes known as the whizz with the sizz, and her
assistants Mrs. Coombes, Mrs. Baker, Ms. Launer, Mrs. Foster and Mrs. Dusting.
Wizards of sound - Mark Aalbers and Irene Sinadino
Visiting Wizard of Light -Mr. Rutherford-O'Connor and his assistant Adrian Schlegel.
Wizard of Illusion -Andrew Gill
Wizards of set Production - Cameron Lee -Muchkinland
Donny Pattenden -Land of oz with assistants Scott Beechey and Mrs. Pedersen
Wizards of Timing and Control -Mrs. Rice and her stage crew.
Wizards of camouflage and Makeup -Mrs. Pederson, Mrs. L. Harris, Mrs. Ogle and Mrs.
Haylock.
Wizal`d of Ticket Sales -Mrs. Hills
Wizard of Sound and Music Percussion/synthesiser -Michael Storer, Richard Wenzler, Nick Smith and Kate Ryall
Instrumentalists -Mrs. Pasky, Mrs. Bed ford, Mrs. Haylock and Mr. MCGhee
Wizard of supper -Mrs. Foster
Finally, the GRAND WIZARDS who really waved the wand and made it all happen
Choreography - Mrs. M. Hill
Music
-Miss Griffiiths
Production
-Mr. Pearce
It was a superb team effort and a performance that will be remembered by all those who
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The Wizard of oz was an interesting Liony experience. It brought all different students with different
backgrounds and ideas to make a very worthwhile
play which we all enjoyed. People forgot their disagreements and differences with each other to make
something wonderful. I myself think I was Mr.
Pearce's, Mrs. Hill's and Miss Griffiths' biggest
worry. I couldn't dance, I didn't know my lines and
underacted sometimes though otherwise I was damn
good (in my dreams). However, when the light
turned on to me I knew everybody in the audience
was watching. To tell you the truth I was scared stiff
I thought I was going to make the biggest fool of
myself and do something wrong but when I did and
nobody realised, I forgot all my worries andjust had
fun. When the first night of the play had finished I
felt relieved.
The experience was something which I will never
forget and I will cherish those months for the rest of
my life. I can.t write down in words what the play
meant to me I have tried to tell you but I don't think
it worked.
MATI`H EW WHITE.
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COMMqlN|Cf4TION:

TIf9UOu8lf
Tf4SIflog¢
The Year 11 English Course (V.C.E.) involves the production of a communication project.
The aims of the project are to extend students' ability to
communicate with a wide audience and to encourage students to organize their
time and activities effectively. The students choose their own project from a
wide range of possibilities e.g. research project, a children's story book, a
magazine, producing a play.

Two very adventurous Year 11 students, Georgie Dimitroulos and Melanie
Kendrick, chose to produce a Fashion Parade. The girls begged shops to lend
them clothes for the night, convinced fellow students to model the clothes,
arranged the prizes for a raffle, took models for fittings and very nearly had
nervous breakdowns.
A Year 11 Catering class also worked hard to provide the audience with a
sumptuous supper for the Parade, which took place in the College Hall on
Friday the 27th of October.
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YEAR 10 CROSS COUNTRY SKIING TRIP.
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lt was 7.00 o.clock on a Wednesday morning when the bus departed from outside the
Outdoor Ed. room at Ashwood College heading for Lake Mountain for a day on the Alps. We

E

drove for two exciting and fun hours, singing and laughing until reaching the ski hire in Marysville where we all got fitted for ski boots, skis and poles. After that we drove on until we
eventually came across snow upon the side of the road; then we all knew we were nearly there.

As soon as the bus stopped, we all jumped out to have a snow fight, but Mr. Addison
stopped us, informing us that there would be plenty of time for snowball fights later. We then

H

put the rest of our gear on; namely gloves, beanies, overpants, coats, sunglasses, sunscreen
and zinc cream! We then waited patiently forthe teachersto organise themselves.
By 10.45
we were on the snow. We were all very keen and excited. Mr. Addison showed us how to put

I

skis on and I was surprised how easy skiing was but at f irst we were all falling over and rolling
around in the snow; later in the day we were hardly falling over at all. We were skiing down
hills that we were sure we'd die from and up hills that we were sure we would fall back down

from, but Mr. Addison soon showed us the proper steps.
;.+

Soon came lunch time, where we met Mr. Churchward's group. We were all glad to sit
down, even if it was only on the cold wet snow, and rest our arms and legs. We soon quickly
ate our lunch and put our skis back on ready to start playing in the snow. We all climbed one

i

particular hill and all skied down laughing and screaming, falling over f lat on our backs, also on

our heads and knees. We then took our skis off again and had the biggest snow ball fight ever
Each of us got wet all through having the best time being pushed down onto the snow and being
nearly covered.

E!

I

After that fun we headed for the longest downhill we'd skied yet.
down at the hill, with Mr. Addison explaining every safe detail to us.

We all stopped, looking
We then went down -all of

us screaming with excitment -people falling everywhere -everyone dodging everyone else,
knocking other people over, but still laughing.

`

sadly it had to come to an end.

This downhHl was the best hill, it kept going until

We were all very pleased with what we had achieved.

We then got back to the bus, and got into some dry clothes, we dropped off the equipment and then rieaded for home. On the way home everyone was exhausted and nearly

•a

everyone fell asleep. It was a wonderful day of skiing and we all can't wait until two weeks time

when we go again.
MELANIEGIBSON
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zippedy doo
On Wednesday 23rd August,1989, Year
9D held theirdebates. The topicswere :

whether nuclear power should be banned or
not, whether school should be compulsory or
not, and whether fruits should have zips or
not.

Douglas, Mohammed and Taryne
argued that fruits would be better off with
zips, and Leigh, Marlt and Sally debated that
they would be better off without. The class

decided that both arguments were presented well and it was a draw.
The main affjrmative arguments were
that : fruits would be easier to peel, there
would be more employment for putting the
zips in (better for the economy), the zips
make the fruit easier to eat because it would
not be hard to get to the inside. People
would rather deal with an easy-to-use zip
than pick at a sticky or prickly skin.

The main Negative arguments were
that the zip could be dangerous to infants,
possiblycutting theirtongue or mouth. If
plastic zips weren.t used, must could be a
problem, causing pojson. Ar`other main

problem would be the cost and time of all
these zips.

The zips inside the constar`tly

growing fruit could cause deformations.

The negative team came to a conclusion that fruit with zips would look unnattractive and unnatural, although the Affirmative

team may have proved the Negatives wrong
with their cleverly made orange.
LEIGH GILPIN and DOUGLAS BOWER
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SWIMMING SUCCESS.
Year 12 student Deanne Davis continued her stringofsuccesses
at the State Swimming Championships in January.

Swimming for the Nunawading Swimming Club, she won the
100 metres backstroke, 100 metres butterfly, 100 metres breastroke and 200 metres medley in her age group, while finishing
second in the 100 metres freestyle and third in the 200 metres
backstroke.
As a result of these successes, Deanne was placed third for the
Judy Joy Davies Trophy.
(Deanne's sister, Megan , last year's school captain, also did well
in the 18 years and over events - second in the 100 metres
freestyle, second in the 100 metres butterfly, third in the 100
metres backstroke, and third in the 200 metres medley).
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"MYTH OF THE MISGUIDED ARTIST.
Graffiti on the trains has had a great effect on the Met. Not only has it meant that thirty-two
cleaners have been faced with the job of cleaning the vandalised carriages, but the Met has had to
appoint an extra fifty cleaners to take on this boring job. That is not all, the trains which are badly
damaged are being kept off the rails, therefore causing there to be a loss of money. All of these
changes have been made possible by the State Governments $9.5 million anti-graffiti package,
announced in the state budget.
Dr. Di Bretherton, a senior lecturer in psychology at Melbourne University believes that
manyyoungpeopledograffitibecausetheyarepowerlessandtheyfeelthattheyarebeing'leftout'
because of the technological changes that cause unemployment. Mr. Noel Buchanan, a youth
worker with the Auburn Baptist Church, helps young people focus their talents on something
which is not illegal. He says that "attention seeking" is the main reason for graffiti writing; that

young people want to be recognised. He also says that it might be a "lack of sufficient emotional
relationships", that they have nothing better to aim their attentions at overall. Experts agree that
the young writer wins respect from his peers".
John also doesn't consider graffiti as being illegal and says that if he stopped he would not
be able to see his friends and he wouldn't have anything to do. Simon, who is also a graffiti artist
explains his graffiti by saying that there is nothing else to do that will earn him respect. The two
boys belong to a gang and they don't think about breaking the law.

The problem was not easy. After a boy lost his legs while hanging out of a train, the Aerosol
Art Committee was formed to help writers do sometl`ing legal and set up a business plan. A group
in Hawthorn then plan to establish legal graffi ti boards, but the police are sceptical and believe that
illegal graffiti writing will still take place.

TRACEY DEERING Year 12 S.T.C.

MY EARLIEST MEMORIES by car,y Grossek.
When I was two I stood on a broken needle and had to go to hospital, luckily I was alright
I did not need stitches. My foot was sore for a while I had to rest it a day or two.

When I was three I had my tonsils out. I was sick the next day but when I had breakfast
I forgot that I had had my tonsils out so, I ate a vegetmite sandwich and my mouth was stinging
like crazy. F`rom then on I did not eat any more vegemite sandwiches.
When I was four I decided to get dressed up in my mum's clothes and catch the bus to
Chadstone but mum caught mejust before I got on the bus. I started crying and ran to my room
and would not come out. Since then I do not go out and catch buses with mum's clothes on.
When I was five I started school at St.Michael's. In Prep grade I was very shy and did
not know anyone but I made friends fast and enjoyed the first year of Primary School.

When I was seven my arm went through my bedroom window, I was rushed to hospital
and I had two hundred and fifty six stitches and my arm was in plaster for two weeks or more.
My arm was sore for days.
Now, when I was twelve I started high school and in a few years time I will have more
memories.
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'THE DAY THE MIGHTY EARTHQUAKE HIT MELBOURNE."
The sun was shining brightly over Melbourne as many people rushed around during their lunch breaks!
The year was 1991 and everyone was cheerful and happy but that was before something strange and scary
happened. No-one knew what was going on. The ground began Lo shake, pcoplc slood frozen in the streets
as babies screamed.
Suddenly the roads spread apart. Mothers were separated from their children who were stuck on the
other side of the magnificent hole in the ground. It wasn't really a hole. 11 was an enomous crack which
had run through the ANZ building and was headed for Spencer Street Station. Cars which had been bumper
to bumper along the roads were now in enormous heaps. The only sounds in the all were the ones of tclTified

I)eople and the faraway sirens of ambulances.
The monorail, which had been installed the year before above the city slreets, came crashing to the

ground as yet another crack appeared down the roads. No-one knew what was going on, but they sure were
frightened. Minutes passed and nothing else happened. People who were not injured slowly stood up and
ran to help others who were trapped under rubble. Ambulances a|)peared from nowhere with stretchers and
drips to take injured people ro undamaged hospitals.
Now Melbourne was a real mess -I mean it wasn't that bad before but this was the icing on the cake.
Dead people, smashed cars, collapsing buildings. tangled electrical wires. The place was a mess. 1[ looked
worse than the photos sent to Australia of the 1989 San Francisco Earthquake. Earthquake, that's what it was.

I wonder why no-one else thought of that.

Maybe i[ was because Melboume hasn'L had an earthquake for

years.

Something must have happened along the fault line in Eastern Victoria to trigger off the terrible quake.
8 y now police. firemen and more ambulances . . . roamed lhe streets helping everyone move the rubble to save
lives underneath. Everyone was trying to clean the streets but it never occurred to anyone that maybe
sorne[hing had happened to the bridge. Now this wasn'l an ordinary bridge, i[ was the longest bridge in
Australia. It was the famous Melboumc 'West Gate Bridge'. Somcone screamed. Slowly people looked
up and stared in the direction of the bridge but it wasn'[ there. Now this was really worse than the San Francisco
disaster. It was even worse than the Mexico disaster in 1985. Everyone was in big trouble not only had the
bridge completely collapsed but it had also blocked Lhe river and that was bad.
There was nothing anyone could do. 11 would take years to rebuild our city again. The buildings that
were over loo years old had gone. Captain Cook's cottage in the Filzroy Gardens had [umed to rubble. There
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was nothing left of the M.C.G. except for maybe some lights that once stood around it.
The clocks that belonged to Flinders Street Sra[ion were now smashed all over the ground and many trains

had come off their racks.
Dead people flooded the sLree[s and trams had come off their lracks and smashed. The bridges were
now slowly sinking into the now extra dirty Yarra River.
We were in a State of emergency.
Noneofourbuildingswereearthquakeproofbecauseno-onethough[anearthquakewouldeverhilour

I
Lj

city. Everyone said because Australia was so close Lo Antarctica there would be no chance of any natural
disasters. Though everyone is inocent until proven guilty a lot of scientists have a lot to say for themselves.
++

Qucensland has had so many cyclones that i[ isn't funny. Look at cyclone Tracy for ins[ance, that was
in Darwin but that's beside the poin[. Victoria has had so many bush fires. Take a look at The Ash Wednesday

fires, they weren'tjusl bad. they were terrible.

Western Ausmlia has had many rcportcd earthquakes and
About 1-2 on the Richtcr scale.
It even snows in Australia. Isn't that amazing? Now you've got lo admit scientists can somc[imes
make mis[akes but this was ridiculous. Melboumc knows how to cope with bushfires but carthquakes were
another story al[ogelher.
An announccmcnt had been announced over a police mcgaphonc [ha[ the quake had reached 8.7 on the
because of the fault line in Eastern Victoria very mild ear[hquakes occur.

Richlcr scale which explained all the damage.

1[ would cost millions of dollars to replace everything.

++

Lj

Especially the Exhibition Building that was over 120 years old.

There was no way we could build an exact replica of Melbourne with the old gaol and all il would just
cost loo much but wc were willirig to take a chance.
1[ would bc hard though due lo half lhc populaLion of Mclbournc cithcr dc{`d or Injured.

I

Ii was wolih a try though.

LEONIE BALDERSTONE.
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Pebecca Hordern llC

After enduring a long hard day at school, Lucinda at last lowered her exhausted, heavy head to her soft white pillow. Her

pillow eagerly welcomed her long black tresses and Tasha, Lucinda's small grey kitten, welcomed the opportunity to curl up on
a warm bedspread with his mistress. With Tasha close by her side Lucinda only lay awake a few moments before descending

into a long awaited deep sleep.
The night sky was midnight blue and a large yellow moon cast a soft glow over the countryside. The night held an uneasy

silence; even the possums who usually made pests of themselves by keeping houser`old occupants awake with their noisy

chatter remained quiet.
A gentle breeze was softy ruffling the delicate material of Lucinda's bedroom curtains when a faint howling became

audible in the distance. A ferocious gust of wind attacked the curtains, tearing them upwards. They twisted and turned under
the violent gale and a small black shadow 'litted its way across the room. A solitary moonbeam struck the floor. Then in a slow

tortured manner the closet door groaned open. Lucinda's eyes flew open.

At first Lucinda was unable to view the evil being which loomed in the dark depths of her closet. As the shadows which

tormented her vision parted, a horror for which she was totally unprepared revealed itself.

Lucinda allowed a throaty gasp to escape from her dry mouth as she absorbed ghastly features of this creature of the
night. The awe of its astounding height was breathtaking. A long black cloak hung from its bony shoulders and long black

fingerhails encased each of the creature's elbows. Its skin was chalky white, so white that it looked as if its veins had long ago
ceased the transport of fresh red blood. In contrast its lips wei.e full and ruby red. It was then Lucinda realised this creature was
nothing less than a vampire!

Lucinda became almost paralysed with fear as its moist lips parted to reveal startlingly long, white fangs, which glistened

in the moonlight. A trickle of saliva oozed down the length of one fang. A shiver quaked Lucinda's small frame as its eyes fluttered

under its dark rimmed lids. Its eyes sprang open to display penetrating eyes as blue as the ocean and as clear as crystal . These
eyes burned into Lucinda like glowing blue flames.

Lucinda hurriedly leapt from her bed and racecl from the room before she was able to witness the wicked grin which

spread across the vampire's face.

With panic stricken urgency she fled down the curved staircase and into the kitchen.

Remembering that the scent of garlic could keep a vampire at arm's length, Lucinda ransacked the kitchen in a vain search for
the single clove which could save her.

The vampire traced Lucinda's hurried path to the now dishevelled kitchen with slow, even steps. As Lucinda noticed

the vampire's calm approach a ripple of nauseating fear spread throughout her quivering body.
At that moment a magnet on the refrigerator caught Lucinda's eye with a metalljc sparkle. It was formed in the shape
ofacrucifix.Inonefranticmotionshegraspedtheshinygoldencrucifixandtightlyhelditagainstherheavingchest.Thevampire

was now in the kitchen and stoocl suffocatingly close, towering above her. Its eyes glowed in the darkness like two dancing blue
flames. The corners of its mouth curved upwards and it bellowed a satisfied laugh which chilled Lucinda to the bone.

Lucinda then chose to reveal the crucifix still clutched to her breast. She almost violently thrust the crucifix forward. A

brilliant beam of blinding light shone from the metal; so bright were the rays that Lucinda was forced to cover her eyes, not to

beblinded.Thevampirecringed,itshrankbackagainsHhekitchenwallanditsfacecontortedwithatwistedexpressionofanger
and pain. One of its bony arms rose to cloak its ugly face while the other struck the crucifix from Lucinda's trembling hand. As
the crucifix met the hard tiled floor it shattered as if it were made from delicate crystal.

The vampire slowly lowered its arm; it was not grinning as before but roared ferociously. It bared a full set of glisten-

ing white teeth. Its fangs dripped saliva. Lucinda was paralysed; she knew that this time she had no way of fleeing from this

beast. The vampire gripped her arm and savagely drew her against him. A deep growl escaped from the depths of its throat
as he lowered his ready mouth to the pale skin of Lucinda's neck.

Lucinda felt the warmth of its breath and then her skin was pierced, though notjust once but several times. Something
wet gently nudged her cheek and a loud purr filled her right ear. It was then she awoke, soaked in perspiration and trembling
from her nightmare. Tasha playfully pawed Lucinda's neck. Wlh a great sigh of relief Lucinda relaxed, her body became limp,

now thoroughly drained of what little energy she hacl when she embarked on her slumber filled journey. Tasha continued to
purr contentedly.
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Once, a time long ago„ in a place far different from the one we know today, there was
a wind which blew smoothly over the land. It was a good wind, which carried with it every
colour of the rainbow. Brilliant colours peacefully surrounded everything from heaven to
earth.

'I'he folk then knew the wind as Wanda.

I

Wanda took care of them as they worked in

the fields, and shone a different colour down on the people every day. Each colouT` was
lovely, and made everyone feel wonderful. In the morning, when Wanda awoke, she would
create a slightly different colour to any she had made before.

Everyone worked in harmony. There was no lighting. stealing or hurting one another. With Wanda's warmth and colour, all people worked hard to get their chores done
and the crops planted.

Wanda loved these people. Every morning when she woke she admired their happy
ways, and found the energy to blow for another day. This was sometimes not easy because
she was an old wind, and should really have died long ago. For years she pushed away her
tiredness and created new happy colours.

LI
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One morning when Wanda awoke she could hardly find the energy to rise. Knowing
this would be her last day, she called a meeting to tell the earth's people her unhappy news.
Everyone was very sad because they loved her very much. Many started to cry and didn't
want her to leave. Wanda feltjust awful. In her beautiful voice she said "I am so sorry
that I have to go, but as a parting gift I will leave each person a special colour of their own.
No one will have the same colour and they will keep these for ever." This made the people
very happy. They would always remember Wanda by the magical colours she left behind.
In a big burst of colour, Wanda disappeared leaving behind her a bn]liant array of different
coloured people. She was sure they would continue to look after each other and live in the
way they always had.

I

However, the months that followed did not nin so smoothly. Yellows and purples
would often become lazy and bask in the sun instead of collecting food. The orange and

I

greens began building their own houses with lovely rare wood, while using only scraps and
straw for everyone else's. The blues, especially those working in the fields became very
vain, everyday boasting to the reds about how beautiful they were.

u
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"No-one else can come close to matching our splendid radiance", an over confident

blue told the Reds working nearby.

The Reds had put up with this talk for a long time and had become very fed up. A
very dark shade of red, deep crimson, spoke up. "Wanda gave us equally pretty colours,
she would not be pleased to hear you say such untrue things." He had a very wise deep
voice and all the red gathered around him, cheering in support.4Loud noises from this
argument echoed through the land, and soon all the co]ouT`s had gathered to see what the
disturbance was about.

A whisper whipped through the crowd and in an instant everyone knew what the
argument was about. The oT.anges and yellows immediately sided with the reds because
they knew the blues were no better looking than anyone else. Green and purple coloured
people were in a dilemma. Some of them had shades of blues in their colour and deep
down many thought they too were far prettier than the others. Most stayed with the blues,
with only a few dark purples and dark greens joined the other side.
A bright blue with a very swollen ego scoffed at the others. "Do you honestly think
that you have half a chance at being as attractive as me dear Crimson?" he challenged.
"CERTAINLY!" replied the angered and now insulted Crimson.
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Suddenly a nasty fight broke out between the two and it was not long before everyone
joined in. Orange, pink, green, violet - the colours were in a frenzy. Neither side were
willing to stop or give in. Punching, kicking and yelling, neither team seemed to be winning. The air was filled with ominous hatred. Dark black clouds filled the sky and added
to the chaos with huge thunderous claps. A cold harsh wind blew over the land.
The blue colours fought desperately to save their beauty. They picked up rakes and hoes

from the ground around them. Savagely they used these to strip the colours from their
opponents. More and more they fought until the blues had stolen all the other colours from
themselves. Fighting was ended.
The Blues rejoiced with laughter and dancing. They had won. Sadly the other team
watched in dismay, their colours lay on the ground. With no colour, their skin turned
black; as black as they sky. Tear drops rolled from their eyes. 'I'he beautiful colours they
were once so proud of were lost for ever.
With haste the victorious team decorated their own blue colour by slipping on at least
one of every other colour. Proudly they paraded up and down thinking they were as beautiful as a rainbow. The sky cleared and as the sun show through again their skin appeared
white. White was a result of all the colours in light. It was not nearly as pretty as their
old blue colour but the whites were far too self centred to see this. They refused to give any
back to the unhappy black people from whom they had stolen. Even though no-body was
nearly as pretty as when they had their own colours, that's the way all people stayed.
The white people still rule the land which Wanda was once so proud of. Nasty greed
still covers their true beauty. Black I)eople also share their once happy place with the
white people who took away their pride and their wonderful colours.
DEANNE DAVIS
Year 12.
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John Stillwood loved dog's eyes with lots of dead h.orse and sheilas. His best friend
Kevin liked most of the same things and gay and frishy, he also wanted to crack it in this

++++

world. John didn!t really care what happened as long as he had some tucker, a good
looking sheila on his arm, a pack of laugh and jokes, his favourite jack sprat and of
course Kevin.

John had run away from home two years ago and he met Kevin on his journey. They
boys were both seventeen, John being the oldest by three days. "Kevin" said John,
putting his arm on Kevin's shoulder, "in eight days we are going to turn 18 and it will take

us eight days to reach the big smoke. What do you say, when we get there we go into
the rubbedy dub, have some good tucker and get jimmy monk."

I
I

"I don't know, we don't have any\^rhere to stay."
"You t\^rit" We stay atthe rubbedy dub."

Lj

"OK!"

"Listen Kev you're my best china plate, so don't take this personally but you're a real twit.

We will lob in the big smoke in one day and in one day we will get our licence. Then
we'll be able to drive a jam jar and with a jam jar we will be cruisin."
"Any\^/ay tomorrow arvo we will be 18, now come on we will bo-peep here tonight."
When Kevin woke up he could smell something cooking. "Hmm smells like good grub."
Kevin thought to himself.
''Come on, wake up you bludging 18 year old!" said John with a laugh. They ate saius-

Lt

Lj

ages and bacon.

"Where did you get this?"
ln

John avoided the question.

"John you didn't \flog it did you?"
"And where would I flog it from?"
"From that store about half a K back. Did you?"
"OK,I did I But he didn't catch me and besides you're starving right."
"OK, but don.t do it again."

iL

"Yeh` yen."

After breakfast the boys packed up their stuff and set off down the road.
passed when John yelled out.

"Look Kev!

An hour had

Ej

Look at thatwe are finally in the big smoke.

Let's run."

B

Kevin was very weary and he could barely stand up so he just kept walking slowly.
When Kevin finally caught up with John he looked to be sleeping so Kevin just kept
walking, suddenly John tripped him up and challenged him to a race to the lights.
They raced and Kevin won. "Boy you're faster than I thought." said John practically
falling to the ground. "Come on let's gowindow shopping." suggested Kevln.
shopping my foot," said John.
"I.in going shopping!"
"What with?" laughed Kevin.
"With these." said John holding up his hands.

"Kevin

I

"No! You promised."

"I promised not to take grub.

I didn't say anything about clothes or do-re-mi."

"John.....

Before Kevin could finish the sentence John had entered the store, ne was looking
through the clothese racks. Of course John was good at nicking clothes, his father did
it and his grandfather had done it and so had his great greandfather. It was in his

blood.

H

John was on hisway out of the storewhen a man approached him and

I

I

started talking to him. Kevin couldn't hear what he was saying to John but John
started to empty his pockets. Kevin couldn't believe how miich stuff John had managed to put into his skye rocket in such a short time. John signalled for Kevin to come
in, he didn't look very happy.
"Your china plate here is going to go to jail for a spell," said the man who had caught

Lj

Joh.

"Forwhat?" asked Kevin.

a

Aft€„ appearing in court John was sentenced to six months jail, he could have had a
fine Ljut of course he didn't have any do-re-mi. Kevin was in the same boat so he
copped t\^/o months jail.

u

"What?"yelled Kevin.

"Doyouwanttogowith him?"

"For theft and disturbing the peace." When the police arrived the shopkeeper said,
"Sargi3 this young bucko was shop lifting and his mate here was disturbing the peace."
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TWO MONTHS LATER.

"Well see ya John.
"See ya Kev."

1'11 get a job and try to get out of here.

Anyway 1'11 visit you."

John was placed in a cell with a violent crim when Kev left and he was scared.
Kevin arrived to visit John a couple of weeks later. When he asked to see John he was
taken into the cell area, everytjng was unnaturally quiet.
Kevin walked to John's cell. He couldn't believe what he saw. John was hanging
from the ceiling a bed sheet tied around his neck. An officer handed Kevin a letter, it
read :
Dear Kev,
I can't stand it any more. Since you left I have had to live with a monster with hair like

an ape and an appetite to match. He grabbed me one and almost strangled me so I
know how this will feel.
Ions.
John.

I have to kill myself mate but I.11 see ya up there one day.

Kevin worked hard and studied at nights he became a lawyer.

So

He did crack

it in this world for a short time until he was killed by a drunk driver on
September 30th 1979.
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FOOTBALL
SENIOR FOOTBALL

SUN RETROPOLITAN CUP

The VFL have taken over the senior football for all schools in Victoria.
Ashwood College
competes in the Richmond Zone, which has 21 schools taking part.
Ashwood's first match was against Waver]ey High at home on Friday (14th March).
The Waverley team. boasting more soccer players than Aussie rules players, surprised
Ashwood with their speed and determination and goaled quickly.

Ashwood appeared lethargic and only good players like Grant Firth, Jason Wade, Mark
Rappuccio and Gavin Edwards were able to keep the team in front at quarter time (3.2. to 1.0.)
Ashwood continued to struggle up forward as the Waverley defence bottled up play. The
Ashwood defence led by Brian Collery, Ross Parisi, Stuart Hamstead and Robert Stodolak were
constantly under pressure to keep Waverley out. At half time Ashwood had a narrow lead of
7 points (5.3. to 4.2.)

The third quarter saw a revitalized and far more determined Ashwood take control of the game
with a 6 goal burst. Firth and Graham Answerth controlled the rucks, Wade, Edwards and
John Sullivan were taking the ball out of the centre to set up attacks and Christian Jackson
provided a focal point at full forward.
Ashwood continued the pressure for most of th e final quarter to run out easy victors by 55 poin ts
(15.12. to 7.5.)

Grant Firth had 27 kicks and 10 marks for the tgame to be best afield from Gavin Edwards and
new comer Mark Rappuccio.
Goalkickers -Firth 3, Jackson 3, Answerth 2, Edwards 2, and 1 each to RIchard Leigh, Shane
Priest, Michael Nicholls, John Sullivan and Jason Wade.
P.JENES.
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SENIOR FOOTBALL - 8 May 1989
Ashwood I)layed Wheelers Hill High in the first semi-final of the Richmond zone of the
Metropolitan Sun Cup on Monday.

•+i

In perfect conditions for football Ashwood attacked from the start and quickly opened a 3
goal lead through excellent play by Grant Firth, Gavin Edwards and Christian Jackson.
However Wheelers Hill fought back and got on top at quarter time 4.3 to 4.1.

a

Wheelers Hill began to get on top in the second term. If it was not for excellent play by Ross
Parisi, Brian Collery, Phil Barnett and Tniong Nguyen our opponents could have established
an enormous lead. As it was they led at half time 9.7 to 7.3.

n

With Truong injured and Gavin Edwards playing a more defensive role our attacks were
breaking down whilst Wheelers Hill opened a 5 goal lead.
As the pressure of the Game increased tempers became frayed and a general melee ensured.
After calm was restored Aswood recovered quickly and made a great comeback to be 3 points
down at the fmal change 12.8 to 12.5.
Ashwood continued its good form with a long goal by Firth to hit the front. Ashwood tenacious]y clung onto its lead as each side scored, and were still 1 point in front with 2 minutes to

go. The defense of Edwards, Parisi, Stuart Hamstead and Harry Koulour]s he]cl tight but
Wheelers Hill managed 2 quick goals to snatch the lead. Aswood had two chances but the ball
found the boundary. Finally Jason Wade goaled on the Siren leaving Aswood 5 points in
arrears.

E

I
I

I

15.10.100 to 15.5.95 and elimination.

GOALKICKERS: Jacko 4, Wade 2, Jason Follett 2, and 1 each to EdwaT`ds, Firth, Jason
Francis, Guy Hancook, Richard Leigh, Robert Stodo]ak and John Sullivan.

BEST PLAYERS were Firth, Collery, Edwards, Parisi, Wade, Nguyen, Jacko and Kou]ouris.

E
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P. Jenes
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SENIOR FOOTBALL

'There was only one competition for the senior team this year and that was the VFL sponsored Sun Metropolitan Cup.
Potentially the Ashwood team were a finalist and after 3 very easy wins against Waverley
High (15.12 to 7.5), Highvale High (14.19 to 3.7), and Chadstone High 33.25 to 3.3) this

potential would be realised. Unfortunately Wheelers Hill High had other ideas and in a
very tough and close encounter defeated Ashwood by 5 points (15.10 to 15.5). Wheelers
Hill narrowly lost to Salesian College who were not only the group finalists but finished in
the top 4 schools in the Metropolitan area.
GI.ant Firth was undoubtedly the best player. He T`ucked tirelessly and was best afield in
all 4 matches, and kicked 12 goals. Grant later played with Richmond Reserves and Under
19.s where he was joined by other Ashwood players Gavin Edwards, Brian Collery and
Jason Wade.
Christian Jackson contributed 19 goals whilst Mark Rappuccio, John Sullivan, Ross Parisi,
Robert Stodolak and Guy Hancock were consistent players.
There were 27 students from Year 9 - 12 who actually played and 3 regular assistants.
Gavin Edwards was selected to be a member of the VFL Junion Development Commission
and also played in the Teal Cup.
P. JENES

INTERMEDIATE FOOTBALL
Because many of the Intermediate boys played in the senior team they missed the Burwood
Group but did compete in the VFL Quit competition.
Whilst the team tried very hard, they were eliminated in the first round, going down to
Hobsons Bay College (5.1 to 3.6) and Burwood Heights (4.5 to 2.7).

Best players were Gavin Edwards, Daniel Orr, Guy Hancock, John Viney, Richard Leigh
and Hayden Spaulding.
P. JENES.
Congratulations to the Bichmond Under 19 football team on their win in the Grand Plnal.

It is pleasing to note that ex-student Robbie Elliott is the captain of the team and current students Gavin Edward, Brian

H

Collery, Jason Wade and Grant Firlh are also members of the earn.
Bobbie's older brother Tim, also an ex-student has t)een playing in the Pleserves ancl hopefully next year he will graduate
to the firsts.

P. JENES.

PI

I

BASKETBALL
Ashwood fielded a full complement of 6 teams in the Burwood Group.

JUNIORS.

I

The boys won 2 of their 3 games (Mt. Waverley and Syndal) whilst the girls lost and won
one. Highvale was the superior team in this competition. BestforAshwood wereJenny
Cas, Donna May, Rae Selwood, Glenn Longstaff, Andre Meunier, Philip Andrews and

Robert Stuchbury.

INTERMEDIATE

+i

ir

Both boys and girls found the competition very tough in this group and both teams lost to
Highvale, Mt. Waverley and Syndal High.
Best players -Tricia Thompson, Tamara Mulholland, Caylene Hall, Matthew Kingston,
Mark Geoghegan, Brett May and Marcus Hole.

SENIOR
.

n

I

The boys defeated Glen Waverley but lost to Syndal High, Syndal Tech and Mt. Waverley.
Best Players -Eddie Assemain, Scott Henricksen, Dave AliVlo and Christian Jackson.
'The girls team had most success. After a narrow 3 point loss to Highvale the girls defeated
Syndal and Glen Waver]ey convincingly and won the Burwood Group championship.
The competition at Eastern Zone was of a very high standard and after a close loss to
Mu]launa College, the girls went down to Heathmont High, Nunawading High and Benalla
High. Unfortunately team captain Carly Easton missed the finals through illness but
Myra Harding, Michelle Lefebure, Carlene Martin, Louise Baker, Susie Varnagy, Jenny
Gas and Joanne Se]wood gave it their best shot.

P. JENES
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SOFTBALL
INTERI\mDIATE SoFTBALL EASTERN ZONE FINALs
Held at Gilbert Park, Know on Thursday 27th April.
GAME 1 vs SCORESBY HIGH SCHOOL
Ashwood controlled the game from the start, with Emilyh Pedersen and Fiona Sale superbly
backing up Narelle Pitman's pitching to keep Scoresby scoreless in their 4 innings.
Strong hitting by Gillian Pitman, Sally Dunlop, Nina Pedersen and Debbie Destrefanis ensured our victory.
FINALSCORE Ashwood 6 d. Scoresby 0.
GAME 2 vs SEYMOUR TECII/IIIGH SCHOOL.
Ashwood scored 2 early runs from hits by Sally Dunlop and Louise Welsh, but Seymour replied
with 4 runs to put the pressure on.
Ashwood tied the game at 4-4 by scoring 2 runs in the second inning, and then won the game
by scoring another 2 runs in the third inning on hits by Louise Welsh , Mac Pedersen, Fiona Sale
and Emily Pedersen.
Tight defence under pressure kept Seymour scoreless for their last two innings to complete a
hard-earned victory.
FINALSCORE Ashwood 6 d. Seymour 4.
GAME 3 vs CANTERBURY GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL
Lack of discipline in the batting box saw Ashwood trailing 1-3 after two innings. Spurred into
action, the Ashwood batters started to perform and hits by Fiona Sale, Emily Pedersen, Gillian
Pitman, Sally Dunlop, Louise Welsh, Nina Pedersen and Mae Pedersen, and walks to Narelle
Pitman and MaT.lan Jenkins saw 9 runs scored in the inning to give us a 10-31ead.
Sloppy fielding by Ashwood and timely hitting by Canterbury saw them add 7 runs to tie the

game at 10-10 as time ran out. This was a game which should have been won comfortably, but
poor play at the wrong times cost us dearly.
FINAL SCORE Ashwood 10 drew Canterbury 10.
EASTERN ZONE FINAL vs LILYDALE HIGH SCHOOL
Lilydale established a 7-0 lead when Ashwood made simple fieldingplays look difricult. Narelle
Pitman was pitching well enough, but her fielders were letting her down.
Ashwood fought back courageously, with hits by Fiona Sale and Gillian Pitman to force the
Li]ydale pitcher into inaccuracy and allow Ashwood to tie the scores at 7-7.
However, the Lilydale batters established th eir supen ority in the second in ning, scoring 6 T.un s,
while only Narelle Pitman could hit safely for Ashwood.
Fielding lapses in the third inning again cost Ashwood dearly, allowing Lilydale to score
another 2 runs, while only Louise Welsh could hit safely for Ashwood.
FINALSCORE
Ashwood 7 lostto Lilydale 15.

For a team of Year 9 students to make the Eastern Zone F`inal against a team of Year 10 students
is a fine achievement. Unfortunately, we were unable to produce our best form in the Final,
but still had the fine record of 4 wins,1 draw, and 1 loss for the season.
Congratulations girls, and a big thank you to Mrs. Pedersen, Mrs. Pitman and Mrs. Sale for
their transport and support.
G. SHIPP - Intermediate Softball Coach.

SENIOR CRICKET
The senior team played 3 matches this year in the Burwood Group competition, winning 1
and losing 2.

The team was led by Grant Firth who also contributed with some fine spin bowling.
Jason Wade was the best of the batsmen twice retiring at 40. Brian Collery was the best
all rounder taking 3 wickets and scoring 45 runs for the 3 games. Michael Nicholls was the
best of the bowlers with 5 for 66.
Other very good contributors were Mark Rappucio wicket keepeTfoatsmen, Clifton Mead
batsman and Sam Derwent bowling, whilst Leng Na and Thuan Pham took some excellent
catches in the out field.

The team trained hard but were beaten by better teams.
RESULTS: Syndal Tech. 3 for 109 clef. Ashwood 6 for 108
Ashwood
6 for 144 clef. Blackburn south 7 for 138.
Mt. Waverley 7 for 132 clef. Ashwood all out 52.
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HeldatDoncasterAthleti'csTrackonTuesday
29th and Thursday 31st August. Ashwood
College students did very well. Outstanding
performances over the two days were recorded
by the following students:-

FRST
Dzung Nguyen Under 16 Long Jump,
Dzung Nguyen Under 16 Triple Jump
Thi Duong Under 16 Javelin,
Coral Huber Under 17 800 in.,
Chris Rochstein Under 17 Shot Putt,
Grant Firth Under 211500m.

SECOND
Marian Jenkins Under 16 High Jump,
Dzung Nguyen Under 16 Discus,
Coral Huber Under 21 Walk,
Keiichi Warabi Under 14 Triple Jump,
Sam Poutakidis Under 14 Shot Putt,
Michael Spiroch Under 15 Javelin,
Timothy Teo Teo Under 15 Discus,

John Sullivan Under 21 Long Jump,
Boys Under 21 Relay (John Sullivan, Jason
Wade, Scott Henricksen, Brian Collery)

TTrmD
Carly Grossek Under 13 Shot Putt,
Kate Ryall Under 16 Shot Putt,
Coral Huber Under 17 1500 in,
Sam Poutakidis Under 14 200 in,
Sam Poutakidis Under 14 Long Jump,
Brett Birchell Under 15 High Jump,
Peter Michael Under 15 Shot Putt,
Matthew Thomas Under 15 Walk,
Chris Kyriakou Under 16 High Jump,
Chris Rochstein Under 17 Long Jump,
Chris Rochstein Under 17 Triple Jump,
Garry Noble Under 21 Javelin,
Boys Under 14 Relay (Keiichi Warabi,
Shannon Francis, Rohan Spaulding,
Matthew Thomas).

n
•T

EASTERN ZONE ATHLETICS
++

Held at Doncaster Athletics Track on
Tuesday loth October.
CHRls RocHSTEIN 3rd Under 17 Shot Putt

tii

DzuNG NGu¥EN 4th Under 16 Long Jump

5th Under 16 Triple Jump
CoRAL HUBER
•i

•+

THi DuoNG

4th

Under211500 Walk

9th Under 17 800m.
7th Under 16 Javelin

The above students won their way into
the Eastern Zone Finals.

SgcII9¢§
On Friday the 18th of August, Ashwood
College was represented in the interschool Ski championships, at Mt. Buller.
The team consisted of three Year 12
students (Sam Derwent, Ben Petersen
and Kathy Peck) with team manager
Paul Cuthbert. The day was accompanied by both perfect condition on the
slopes and tough competition from the
other schools competing. A morning of
enjoyable skiing allowed the team to
warm up, and prepare for the actual race.
Without any major accidents, "Team
Ashwood" made it to the bottom of the
vertical slalom course, running approximately mid range through the field of 50
schools. A sigh ofreliefwas breathed by
the team membel.s after the race was
over, and a more I.elaxed approach to the
afternoon skiing took place. Mr. Cuthbert certainly made his presence known
on every slope by his uncontl.ollable and
numerous crashes. All in all, the day

tuned out to be a most successful,
enjoyable day (apart from the aches and
pains experienced that evening by all
involved). Thank you to Team Manager,
Paul Cuthbert - who made this day

RATHY PECK

I
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BURWOOD GRotJP CROSS-

EASTERN ZONE GYMNASTICS

cOIITuny

The Ashwood College Senior Girls Gym-

Held at Wattle Park on Tuesday 30th
May.
GIRLS UNDER 14.
21 Carly Grossek
27 Natalie Gibson
BOYS UNDER 14
*7 Anthony Mitchel
*12 Daniel Gundry

26 Tania Corlett
28 Maria Kapetis

*9 Paul Jenkins
*14 Jason Richards

19 Justin Hunt
26 Stuart Wall
28 Tan Nguyen
30 Bjom Scheal
32 Matthew Gundry
GIRLS UNDER 16 23 CHEREE
HOLZER
BOYS UNDER 16 15 Hayden Spaulding
27 Marcus Hole
29 Mark Geoghegan
37 Richard Leigh
GIRLS INDER 21 *8 Col.al Huber
*1 Grant Firth
BOYS UNDER 21
16 Colin Clausen

22 Nathan Galea
27 Aaron Stevens

*10 Christian Jackson*11 Mark Rappoccio
*13 Brad Moore
15 Brett Hill
*Qualify for Eastern Zone on Thursday 8

June.

nastics team competed at the Eastern
Zone Finals on Tuesday 15th August at
the Bulleen Gymnastics Centre.
Although they were hampered by illness,
injury, and restricted training facilities,
the girls performed creditably in an
exceptionally high standard competition.
Outstanding performances came from:
Cindy Rochstein - Floor, Beam, Vault.
Karen phillips
-Floor, Bars
Belinda Mccaskill - Floor, Bars.
Many thanks to Mrs. Rochstein for her
excellent coaching.

G. SHIPP.

ASHWOOD GYENASTS WIN
FIFTH TITLE
The Ashwood College Senior Girls Gymnastics team won the Burwood Group title

for the fifth year in a row at the Knox
Gymnastics Centre on Tuesday lst August.
Outstanding performances came from
Cindy Rochstein - Vault, Floor, Beam
Karen Phillips -Vault, Floor,
Belinda Mccaskill -Vault, Floor.

FINAL POINTS
ASHW00D
Syndal
Highvale

SWIMMING
EASTERN ZONE SWIMMING.
Held at State Swimming Centre
on Thursday 6th April.

101.15
86.0
78.7

The girls now go on to compete in the
Eastern Zone Finals at the Bullen Gymnastics Centre on Tuesday 15th August.

DEANNE DAvls -1st Under 21 Breaststroke

lst Under 21 Butterfly
lst Under 21 Backstroke
lst Under 21 Individual Medley
3rd Under 21 Backstroke
ANTHONy DAvls - 1st Under 16 Backstroke
GIRI,S UNDER 2lMEDLEy REl.Ay

3RD

(DEANNE DAVIS, KATH¥ PECK, HAANS SIVER
SHERIDAN MULHOLLAND)

HAANs SlvER -

5th Under 21 Diving.

BURWOOD GROUP DIVING
Held at Ringwood Pool on
Monday 6th March.
UNDER 14 GIRLS

V.S.S.S.A. SWIIVIMING -

DONNA MAT

STATE FINALS

UNDER 16 GIRLS

Held at State Swim Centre
on Friday 14th April

OPEN GIRLS

DEANNE DAvls
lst under 21 Breaststroke
lst Under 21 Individual Medley

CIFi)y RocHSTEIN
HAAI\'S SIVER

2nd

3rd
Ist

2nd Under 21 Butterfly
3rd Under 21 Backstroke
ANTHor\v DAvls

8th under 16 Backstroke.
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JUNIOR SOCCER
After winning the Burwood Group comfortably Ashwood College's Junior Boys Soccer team
went through to the lst round of the Eastern Zone qualifiers. In this round there were
eight teams put into two groups of four. We were in the 'A. Group and our opponents were
Wantirna High, Mullauna Secondary College and the very strong Burwood Heights High.
In the first match Ashwood played Wantirna High. In a match Ashwood had the better of,
the final result of 1.0 with the goal coming from Keiichi, was enough.
The second game against Mullauna College was easy for the boys winning 4-1. Keiichi
scoring three and the captain for the day Sam scoring the other one.
With the top two teams of each group and the best second place going through to the Eastern Zone finals Ashwood had to win or draw to go through.
Burwood Heights was a very good team and because they had an inferior goal difference
they had to rely on a loss for Mcoroolbark in the other group.
In this matoh Burwood Heights dominated but Ashwood was unlucky when Sam was fouled
in the penalty area and deserved a penalty and when Sam hit the post from a difficult
aangle. However Burwood was spurred on by the arrival of their football team, attacked
aand Sam did well to clear a ball off the line. The end result was 0-0, it was good enough for
Ashwood to advance.
Final standing in Group 'A'
Points
Won
Go als
Go al s
F`or
Again st
Ashwood
2
51
Burwood
2
31
Wantirna
0
13
25
Mullauna
0
Last four in Eastern Zone.
Ashwood College, Burwood Heights, Balwyn High, Shepparton High.
KEN POUTAKIDIS 9E.

SENIOR GIRLS BASKETBALL.
The Senior girls team won the Burwood Group on percentage and represented the Group in
the Eastern Zone finals at Nunawading last Friday.
Unfortunately the captain of the team, Carly Easton could not play due to illness and Myra
Harding took over as captain.
Our first match against Mullauna Secondary College was very close and it was only in the
final stages that Mullauna got on top to win 18-12.
The next two opponents were the best in the competition and were far too good for Ashwood. Heathmont High won 42-3 and Nunawading mgh won 39-6.
The final match against Benalla High was close in the first half but eventually Benalla got
on top winning 28-8.

Apart from Myra, the team consisted of Michelle Lefebure, Carlene Martin, Susie Varnagy,
Louise Baker, Joanne Selwood and Jenny Cas. All the girls tried hard and were a credit to
themselves and the school.
Thanks also to AndT.e Meunier for his help as a scorer, and a special thanks to all the other
boys and girls teams, Senior, intermediate and junior for their support and effort.
P. JENES.
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YEAR 7A
BLANCHARD KELLy.
BOAGEY RACHEL.
BRIFFA JUIJE-ANNE,
CARTER DAVID,

CASSIDY S"ONE,
CLAUSEN COLIN.
DREW STACEY.
DUNN JODIE,
FANCKE JADE,
GALEA NATHAN.
HOWELL ASHLEIGH,
JOHNSON LEANNE,
KEATING CASSANDRA,

LAM wunAM,
MARK ELIABETH,
ODGERS DAREN,

KANDYLIOTIS NICOLETI`A.
LAMGMAID CRISTY,
MARGRIE JEFFR EY,
RAKEI NINA,
READ JENNIFER,
SCOTT MICHAEL,
SPAULDING ROHAN,
STORER PHILIP.
SYMONDS NICHAEL,
WALL STUART.

DAVIS PAUL,

DIGGINS 0WEN.
FEljsENTHAL KELLy,
GODO FRANK,
HALLIG AN JULIAN.
HARRISON BOWEN,

YEAR 78

HUNT JUSTIN.
KANDIAS SIMON.
LAIG[lT KELLY.

JANSEN AIJSON,
KOUTSAGIAS D"OS,
NGUYEN CAOTAN,
NYUYEN CAOTIEN,
PARISI DOMENICA ,
PRICE BRONWYN,
SCHEEL BJORN,
SINBANDHIT VANIDA,
SULLIVAN LOUISE,
SURACE ROBERT,
WAKEHAM DANIEL,
WARD SCOTT,
WEBSTER MARK.

YEAR 7C
BREEDEN ANDREW.
CORLETl` TANYA.
CRADDOCK NICOLE,
DANIEL NICHOLAS,
DENMAN STUART.
FARMAR-B OWERS JOHN,

G ERALls crlRlsTOpHER,
GIBSON NATALIE,
GROSSEK CARLY,
GUNDRY DANIEL,
HORTON JODI,
KAPETIS MARIA,
LU KEITH,

MARICIC NIODRAG,
MITCII ELL ANTHOP\' Y,
STEVENS A^RON,
WALSH CAROL,
WESTON ROBERT.

MAY DOENA,

rtiAZMAND susAN,
I'ILAR ADAM,

RASTI CAROLYN,
ROGERS MURRAY,
SIVER CHRISTOPHER.
SOSBEY MEGAN.
SUY HONG.
WARABI KEIICHI

ANTRIM DAMEN,
AZZOPARDI EMMA,
EERDEN DANIEL.
FOSTER CLARE,
FRAIL JANNA,
GOLDSWORTHy SKYE,

GODDREM llFFANY,
GREEN AMITY,
GULLEY FIONA,
HUDSON SCOTT,
K^NDYLIOTIS PETER,

YEAR 8C
ARCHER MELANIE,
B^LDERSTONE LEONIE.
BISSETT` MELANIE,
CARTER TODD,

JENhINGS JASON,
KANDIAS JIM.
Loi\'GSTAFFGLENN.
MAKEDONA FIONA,
MEUNIER ANDRE,
NIAZMAND FAHIMA ,
NOLAN r\TOELENE,
RICH^RDS JASON,
ROCHSTEIN LUCINDA,
RODRIGUEZ MAURICE.
SHANNON COREY,
TELLING JARED ,
TEO DAr`T`Ty.

YEAR 8D
AITKEN SAMANTH^.

BARNETT COLIN,
BRCHELL BRETT,

ALEXANDER "OTHY,

RICI]ARDS NIGEL.

ANDERSON JANE,
BAKER ADRIAN,
BEST ADAM,
BULLEN MARK,
BURT KYLIE,
CLARK FIONA.
DIRCKS LAUREN.
EL KASSABY MOSTAFA, GISSING
GEORGIA,
LIMNYO GINA,
MENSFORTH NICOLE, MICHAIL
PETER,
NGUYEN TIN,
NGUYEN VINH,
SELWOOD RAE,

RILEY MEIJNDA,
SKLIROS MARIA, STAINTHORPE
LUKE, STUCHBERY ROBERT.

TAN S"ON'

ELIloTr TusTIN,

THOMAS MATTHEW,
WELSH DALE.

HAMILL SHANE.
HOCKING REBECCA.
JONES ADAM,
KRUSS MICHELl,E,
r`.EAVEs Guy.
PARISI BERT,
PATRZALEK SEMEK.
PETROPOULOS KATERINA,
POTTS MALCOLM,
RICHARDSON PHILLIP,

BOLTUC MATTHEW,
BROMAGE DARLENE,
BROWN KAIJNA,
CAS JENNY.
CHRISTOPOULOS DIMITRA,
GERCOVICH CRAIG,
GRAyDEr\' ASHLEy,
HARVEY TRICIA,
KING AMANDA,
LAr\'G ANDREw.
MCBEAN FRASER,
MICHAUD KATHRYN,

p^RKER IOArINE,
PARKINsor\' scoTT`,

pHILroTT D^vlD,
ROBE BILLY,
ROGERS SALLY,

WARD SEAN,
WOOD LUDOVIC,
WOODS ADAM.

Lj

I
I
I
I

ELLIom NERlssA,

YEAR 8A
ABDEL-HAKIM ADMED,

YEAR 88

;+I;

FAIR SIMON.
FETIIERSTON THOMAS.
GRIMWOOD LUCY,

EVANGEL[Slls LEONIDAS.
FEljsENTH^L GEOFFREy,
rlARRIs BINDI.
RELAND COLLEEN.
]ENKn\'s PAUL,
PITMAN GILLIAN,
READ ELIZABETH.

FITzslMMONs REGAr\' ,
YEAR 7D
AKERS RICIIARD,

++

HODGSON DANIELLE.

YEAR 7E
ADAMOPOULOS THEODORA,
BODMAN MICHAEL,
BRAM DANIEL,
BURNS COURTNEY,

POUTAKIDIS SAM.
TIMBLIN SIMON.
VICTOR SHANE.
YOUNG KEITH.

ALEXANDER ARON.
B OULET JANA.
BROWN GRANT,
CAMPBELL NATA LIE.
CUMMINGS LINDA.
FRANCIS SHANNON,
GUNDRY MATTIIEW,

ZOUNG OURIDIS EVRIPIDIS

wAns DAvlD,
WATTS SHERYN.
WEARING SCOTI`

YEAR 8E

I
+Fi

Lj

I

ALLY AUDREY.

AlrosTOLOu EFFIE,
AZZOPARDI THOMAS.
BERGMAN NATASHA.

Ll

Boysor\i LEEAMNNE,
BROADLEY CLARE,
BROWN STEVEN,
+

I
I

ROBir\'sor\T corn,
STOKES LUKE,
STORER MICHAEL,
THOMSON GUY,
yor\iG KEAT.
YEAR 9A
FOULGER SCOTT,
LAUFEr\'BERG ROBER,
MUSCARIELLO ANIHONY,
ROBERTS TIMOTHY,
SCHNEIDER JANE,
TEO TEO ANTHONy,

I
I
L=

TEO TE0 T"OTIIY.
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YEAR 98
CAREOLL PAUL,
COLEMAN BRENT,
cuMMn\iGs EILEEN,
DICKSON ANGELA.
FOENANDER SAM^NTHA, FULLER
PAUL'
GEOGHEGAr`' MARK,
HALL CAYLENE.
HIGGn\Ts ADAM,
HOLE MARCUS.
HOLZER CHEREE,
HORVATH JOHN,
I0ANNOU GEORGIA. LAWRENCE
SARA.

mLER KJRSTy,
NGUYEN TRUG.
POUTAKIDIS KEN,
SPAULDING HAYDEN,
TIIOMPSON TRICIA-ANNE ,
WAKEHAM KIM.
WHELAN PAUL,

V"GHT ADAM.
YEAR 9C
AALBERS MELISSA,
ARMSTRONG SALLY,
BALLIS COREY,
BUCHANAN PETER,
CUNNINGHAM SUSAN.
EER DEN JONATHON, EVANG ELISTIS PENNY. HOWELL ELISA,
JENKINS MARIAN,
KJNGSTON MATTHEW.
KYRIAKOU CHRISTOPHER, LEECH
RYAN.

KOSCHMANN BEN,
LANGMAID DALE.
LAW SIMON.
MACPIHE STUART.
ODGERS BRENT,
PASK NATHAN.
PATRZALEK DOMINIC,
PEDERSEN r`rINA. PENPRAZE
BRAD'

rowELL R^cHEL,
SMITH NICHOLAS.
TIMBLIN DANIEI.

YEAR 9F
BARD AARON.
BARTLETT` ^NGELA, BELLEVILLE
KRISTY.
BRAM JANE-PIERRE.
DUNLOP SALLY.

FUNG EMILY,
GOG0 ROBERT.
JORDAN JENNIFER,
MOCK ANNABEL,

MULHOLL^ND TAM^R^,
NI^ZM^ND SHAFIG,
NIMMERVOLL JAy,
ROBINSON TROY,
ROGERS P^MEL^,
SALE FIONA,
SMITH SHELLY,
STANFIELI) JAKOB US,
THOMAS JONATHAN,
VANG PAO.
WEBSTER DANIEL,

WELCH MATrHEw, WENZLER
RICHARD.

MAT BRETr,
MCKEN2IE CALEB.
MOHAN SANJAY,

CAS ROB.

YEAR 10A
DALAKIS SAMSON,
EDWARDS GAVIN,
HALL JULIE,
HUBER CORAL,
KORONEOS LISA,
LEFEBURE MICHELLE,
LIDDELL ROSS.
LIEU DON,
MERSHEDI DAOUD,
MOUSTAKAS AFENDOULA.
MULHOLLAt\'D WEI.SEY,
NELSON CH RISTIAN,
NORTH DEBRA,

D0 MY'

o'LouGHUN FRANas.

DUFFUS PRISCILLA.

SAULTRY JASON,
SPAIN DANIEL.
STAINTHORPE M ELANIE,
WALKER C^MERON.

NOBLE pAulne,
PEI)ERSEN EMILY.
PITMAN NARELLE.
SMITH MANDY,

VINCENI GR ANT,
VILSH LOUISE.
YEAR 9D
BAKHACH MOHAMMED, BOULET
MARK,
BOWER DOUGLAS,

EIRINGTON MATITIEW, GILPIN
LEIGH'
HOPE MICHELLE. JAKOPANEC AN-

DREW, KORONEOS JOIN.
KWAN POH.
LEWIN KIEREN, MCCRACKEN
GEORGE, MCLACHLAN TARYNE.
NICHAUD ANTHONY. MOORE
SALLY'

NA Vrm.
NGUYEN DZUNG.
PEDERS EN MAE,
PERISTERIS DIMIIRIOS, SPIROCH
MICHAEL
YOUNG JOHN.

YEAR loo

BEECHEy scoTr.
BROCK PAUL,
CORLETT JASON.
DUONG THI,
CLOVER JOAENE,
KANDASAMY SENTHINI. KOV^CS
GEORGINA,
NEARY TATUM,
NEAVES CORDON.
ORR DANIEL,
PHILLIPS BRONWYN.

YEAR 9E
BALLANTn`rE GARTH.
BURNS TRAVIS,

RAMSAY MELISSA.
RYALL KATE,
SCHLEGEL ADRIAN,

CAINS MARY,

SELWO0D JOANNE,
THORN LISA,
TOMASIAN VIGGEN.
VINEY JOHN.
WEAENG JOAnINE.
`VITHERS STUART.

CARTLEDGE JAMES,
CROLL TRAVIS,
DE STEFANIS DEB0RA.
GILL SARAH,
HODGSON SERENE.

YEAR |OC
BEAUCHAMP KRISTINE. BROWN
DARA,
CARROLL MARK,
CHURCHUS GLENN.
DAVIS ANTHONy.
DERWENT JANE,

DO MY DIEU,
GERALIS NICOLE,
GIBSON MELANIE,
HARRINGTON PETER,
HOWELL MICHELLE,
JADRIJEVIC CATERINA.
KOKKALIS ANASTASIA,
MARTIN CARLENE,

NGUYEN TRAV,
pATrENDEN DONNy,
PAUL CHRISTOPHER.
ROCHSTEIN CHRIS,
WATTS STEVEN.

YEAR loD
ANDERSON KELLY.
BAKER LOUISE,
BEACH KAREN,
FAIFE MARIO,
HANCOCK GUY,
HARDING MYRA.
HILL BRETT,
KONG FRANCES,
LAW JUSTINE,
LEIGH RICHARD,
MARTIN COLIN,

NADDAF JOIN.
PEITER SARAH.
STEWART SHARON,
TAYLOR I.IESL,
THOMOPOULOS MARIA, VARNAGY SUSIE.
WALKER SANDRA,
W HITE MATTHEW.

YEAR llA
BArns ANDREAS,
BEVIEY PAUL,
BRASH SHERRIE,

CAMPBELL RACHEL,
DOUGLAS EMMA,
PONG CARRIE,
FRANCIS JASON,
HIAM SALLY,
JENKINS ADAM,
KENDRICK MELANIE,
LEWIS DANIEL,
MACPHIE CAMERSON.
MARICIC MILAN.
MCCOLL JEANIE,
MIRECRI MARIO,
NEWTON JAMES ,
NICHOLl.S MICHAEL.
NORTH LISA.
RODEZNO NAPOLEON,
SIVER HAANS,
S PAULDING FIONA,
ZOUNGOURIDIS ELPIDA

YEAR 118
AKHTARKHAVARI smvA,
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ASSEMANI EDMUND.
BOWER MARION,
B URROWS ANDREW.
GRACE VANESSA,
HOGAN MICHELLE.
KONG FIDEIIIS ,
LAND JOHN,
MAGANA NIGUEL,
MCGRATH DEBBIE.
MCINNES TAMARA,
NGUYEN LOAN,
NOBLE CARRY.
PARTANEN ANTTI,
PHILLIPS MATIHEW, PIMLOTT.
RICHARD.
PURDY SARAH.
RODRIGUEZ ROSA.
SI-[END0 KEVIN,
TAYLOR NAOMI.
TEO TEO SIALAE

MEAD CLIFTON,

YEAR llc

CACCEITA VINIE,

CHUNG NGm,
COLLERY BRIAN,

CARAGEORGOS MARY, CAVALLO
ANNA-MARIA. COSGRIFF NATALIE'

CROLL DALE,
DuvHTROULAS GEORGIE,

DO h",

FAROOZANDEH SHAHIN, HEN-

RlcKSEN scOTr.
HIGGINS BEIINDA,
HORDERN REBECCA,
HURLEY JASON,
KOSCHMANN LOUISE, MAGANA
VICKI, NIAZMAND ESMAIL,
NIKLAS HEIDI.
POWELL REBECCA,
SAUNDERS NATALIE, WAKEIIAM
KYLIE.

YEAR llD
BERG KAREN,
BRENT NICOLE.
DANG LOG,
DIXON ROBYN.
EASTON CARLY,
GEORGE AMANDA.
GOLDSWORTHY NARELLE,
HALLER MONIQUE,
KELLY PAUL,

MRECKI AhDREW,
MOCK MELISSA,
MOCKETT HAYLEY.
NEAVES GLENN,
NOLLER ALEXANDER, OSWALD
AIJCIA.
RAYNER NICOLE,
SHANNON RACHEL,
SULLIVAN JOHN,
TOULOUPAS LEAH,
WADE JASON.

MOR"ER KERRY,
NA LENG,
NADJ RUTH,
NIKLAS PAUL,
NOLLER SANDRA,
NGUYEN TRUONG,
PECK KATHY.
PEDERSEN BEN,
PETROVIC DUSKO.
PHAM THUAN.
PHAM MY-THANH,
PHILLIPS KAREN,
REITBAUER LISA,

SINADINO RENE,
STAVROPOULOS TINA

TA lloA
YEAR 12 (S.T.C.)
BAKKER TAMARA.
BRASH SANDRA,

cuRao LEANE.
DEERING TRACEY,
DERWENT SAM,
EDWARDS MARNIE.
EVANS GENEVIEVE.
FIRTH GRANT,
GOFFIN ROHAN.
HADZIC BOBBY,
HANCOCK LIBBY.

JACKSON KRIsll,
JACKSON CHRISTIAN.
KOZAK CHRISTINA,
LAMOND JENNIE,
LOMBARDI LINDA,
MCCOLL CAMERON,
MOLDRICH PAUL,
M00RE BRADLEY.

MORRITT ¥VONNE,
MULHOLLAND SHERIDAN. OGLE
KATE`

pAn`TO CARO LINE,
PAINO FABIENNE,

RAppuao MARC,
ROMAN YU L-JOHN,
SAKELLARIS MARIA.
SEYCHELL JA YNE,
SLATER RON,
SOUHLERIS CON.
STODOLAK ROBERT,
TROTTER CAMERON,
VARKER TROY.

YEAR 12 (GROUP I)
AALBERS MARK,
AIJVI0 DAVE,
ARMSTRONG SUSAN,
BALAyAr`rNIS GEORGE, BARNEiT
PHILIP.

BEBE JULIE,
B LANCHARD LYT\'ETI`E.
CHAN SANDRA,
DUNSTAN JOAr`rNE, GREENWELL
JESSICA'
HAMSTEAD KATHERINE, HOWELL
LINDA'
Kn\'GSHOTT` TIA ,
LOGAN SADIE,
MCCASKILL BELINDA,
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PARENTS' REPORT
November 1987

Ashwood
CO leoe

I
Lj

Introduction

I

The purpose of the Parent Beport is to

provide a brief summary of some aspects of
Ashwood College throughout 1987.

During the year a vast number of exciting
activities, both within the College programme
and extra-curricular activities, have been

undertaken to enhance the experiences of
students
and
to
make
their
education
meaningful,

relevant,

challenging

I
I

I
I
I

and

I

pleasurable.

The College takes considerable pride in its
ability to provide a broad range of educational
opportunities. These have successfully led our
students into highly specialised academic

I

pursuits,

I

into

practical

studies

and

into a

diverse range of occupations.

Such a broad range of subject offerings is

I
I

quite unusual in a College which has a student
population of approximately 600. Staff are able
to relate to students on an individual basis and
the caring environment which exists makes

I

Ashwood College a place where students feel
secure and are encouraged in their academic,

I

practical and personal endeavours.

I

I

I
I
i

11

I

I
I
I
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Excursions have played an integral part in
the curriculum at all levels, ranging from
Cross-country ski-ing at Lake Mountain and

Bogong
students

for senior and middle school
to local excursions for junior

classes.
Visits to restaurants, French cake shops
(for language students), car yards, law
courts, cemeteries, Wilson's Promontory,
Victoria
Docks
have
all
been
most
successful. A weekend trip to Canberra for

I
I
a
EI

I
I
i++

r]

I
I
I gtutths:a#nai R:i#t:rfgain
Show
r]

I

I
I

I

The quality of teaching and the high
standard of work has been reflected again in
excellent results in Practical studies exhibits
at the 1987 F}oyal Melbourne Show

Ashwood College took away 27 prizes in
woodwork, metalwork, jewellery and textiles
after competing against entries from all over
Victoria.

senior Art students provided an Important
opportunity
for
students
to
visit the
European Masters Exhibition at the National
Gallery.

In 1988, extended excursions will be
conducted with Year 9 students travelling to
Tasmanla and Year 10 students travelllng
north to Brisbane's World Expo

Plans are currently underway for senior
students of Legal Studies, Economics and
Politlcs to vislt Canberra in 1988 during the

Budget sessions

I
A Visit by the Band
Primary students in the Ashwood area
and students from Ashwood College had the
privilege of hearing the sounds of the fiftytwo member F]oyal Australlan Air force Band
ring through the school hall in October.

This band has recently returned from
London
where
it
performed
to
live
audiences totalling
300,000
and to a
television
audience
throughout
Europe
estimated at fifteen million viewers.

I
I
Lj

I

I
I
I
Ll

I
Floyal Australian Air Force Band visits Ashwood College.

I

I
A New College, a New Uniform
Wlth the beginning of Ashwood College ln
1988, a brand new, very attractive unlform

has been devised by parents, teachers,
students and School Council.
Poyal blue, red and gold will be the
colours of the College with a royal blue

pullover,
embroldered
wlth
"Ashwood
College" to be worn by both boys and girls.
Winter uniforms will include collars and
ties for all students. A royal blue blazer

embroldered with a gold logo will be an
optional garment
F3ecognition of the maturity of our senlor

girls will be made by allowing them to select
the most flattering style from a set number of

patterns which may be used to make up
their own `uniform' using the established
summer and winter school uniform fabrics.

Arrabri Lodge here we comel

We have been fortunate enough to make
a booking for the last week in February 1988
at this attractive site at the foot of the
mountains in East Warburton.
All
Year
7
students
will
have
the
opportunity to attend for three days of fun

and getting to know their new classmates
and teachers.

Some of the many activities available
include.

swlmmlng,

tennis,

trampolining,

ropes course, orienteering, animal-feeding
and sensory trail.
Picnics, hikes and excurslons wHl au be

possible and

maybe

even

a

little gold-

panning in the river

Peer Support System -a Valuable Experience in 1987
The Idea of "Peer Support" is to break
down the barriers between the younger
students and the older ones

A Peer Support Group working together wl[h a Year 11
leader. in a casual settlng.

Our flrst year of Peer Support at Ashwood
has been most successful, thanks to the
Peer Support Foundatlon, Ashburton F3otary
and the enthuslasm of all the partlcipants

The Year 11
students involved have
found their weekly meetlngs with their Year

7 groups sometimes rewardlng, sometimes
frustrating, but always challenging.

This year's groups started relatively late
in 1988 we are planning to begin at the start
of Term One with the Year 11
leaders

Thelr responses suggested that students
beneflted from Peer Support "because it
helped me to...

meeting the new Year 7 students on the very
first day.

... relate to the older students.

The frlendshlps across the age groups
that have formed this year have been
endurlng ln many cases

. . meet new friends.

Activities
and
games
have
led to
Interesting
and
sometimes
heated
discussions
Most Importantly there has
been an increase in the self-confidence of

(Susan Cunningham)
(Adam HIgglns)

meet and relate to people I would
not normally have associated with.
(Mark Moulet)
... trust fellow students.

both senior and junior partlclpants and ln the

fun and enjoyment possible ln a school day.

A question was put to a number of
students who took part ln the program

They were asked what aspects of Peer
Support they had found most rewarding.

(Tamara Mulholland)

.

adapt to a new school
(Georgia lonnou)

...understand
students."

the

teachers
(Priscilla

and

Duff us)

I
Lj

I
Lj

LI

I
I
Year 12 Common Room

I
J

The tri-level Year 12 Common Boom Building is an outstanding student facility for

our senior students and ls located on Ashwood's Western campus.
It not only contains the students' large, rectangular lockers but has internal
boys/girls toilets and washrooms.

I

Included in the Common Boom is an adjoining kitchen with a refrigerator, oven,
separate sink and large urn.

Three gas wall furnaces ensure warmth during the winter months.
The interior woodpanelling, fully carpeted areas and rows of windows provide a
comfortable and pleasing surrounding for senior students to relax and study.

LI

I
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A Musical Experience

Our junior students were
introduced to classical

music when they attended
a concert earlier this year at
the Victorian Arts Centre.

The choirs from Ashwood
College
and
Wesley
College
sang
with
the
Melbourne
Symphony

Orchestra.

JJ JJ JJ JJ JJ J! JJ JJ JJ JJ JI JJ JJ J] JJ JJ JJ JJ JJ JJ JJ JJ JJ JJ JJ JJ

The Library - A Good Place To Be

A recent Ashwood College School Spelllng Competitlon held
in the library.

The library is the hub of the school. During lunch times and recesses it is a place for meeting

friends, playing games such as chess, reading the latest magazines, setting up new displays and a
host of other activities. It is also a venue for social functions, competitions, meetings, etc.
However, the most important aspect of the school library is fulfilling the educational needs of the
staff and students. We are always addlng to our excellent fiction and non-fiction collections.

The friendly library staff are happy to assist students in any way and we are very proud of the
positive approach the students take to the library.

Exam Results
An average pass rate of over 90% has
been achieved by Year 12 students from
Ashwood College in the past three years.
In that same time there have been many
subjects which have recorded 100% of the
students achieving pass results and better
Excellent

individual

results

have been

achieved. In 1986 ten Ashwood College
students gained final marks of 950/o and

above

and two

students

100% passed in:

1986

1985

Art

Chemistry
Pure Maths

Biology

Phys,cs
Chemistry
French
Legal Studies
Mathematics A
Physics

achieved the

maximum possible of 100%.

An average class size of 12 in H.S.C
classes has enabled individual attention to

be given by staff to each student.
In the last three years students sitting for
the public examinations for H.S.C. have all
passed in the following subjects.
In

the

student

following

satisfied

passed.
1986

subjects

the

all

but

requirements

one

and

1985

1984
Accounting
Applied Maths

Economics

Applied Maths
Art
Australian History

Geography

Biology

Geography

Physical Education

English Literature

Legal Studies

Geography

Physics
Pure Maths

Accounting
Australian History

Australian History

1984
Art
Chemistry

Economics

L]

College Parent Group
Opportunlties for parent involvement are
very important at Ashwood College Apart
f rom
parental
Involvement
on
School
Council, parents have been very active ln
the determination of the new school uniform
and have played a signlflcant role ln the
many commlttees which the College
CouncH has established.

A
group

comblned Ashwood College parent
has

already

been

established

lt

Guest speakers have been invited, and Lj
the first two meetings featured discussions
on careers and career planning, and the

I

curriculum for the new College.

Other activities organised by the parent
group have Included a quiz night, and a

Fashion Parade, most successfully run by a
Committee headed by a parent of the
school, Mrs
It

is

Marlene Gibson.

Important

to

point

out

that

the

meets
regularly
in
the week following
College Council meetings, to hear reports of

a fund-raising organization although some

progress made and to make parent feelings

parents have been prepared to Initiate fund-

known to School Councillors.

raislng actlvlties

I
I

combined Parent Group is not perceived as

I
I

LI
This student is using a speciallsed graphlcs computer and
plotter, siml/ar to the computers used ln industrlal opera(ic)ns.

Lj

LI

LI

LI

I
I

The Engine Workshop - Year 9 students are working on a
Robin 4 stroke engine, as part of a "hands on" Introduction to
everyday mechanics and automotive practices.

This

year's

musical

production was truly an
Ashwood College one, for
included among the more
than seventy-f ive students

on

stage

were

students

from all of the three schools
that
will
make
up
the
College: the Primary, the
Technical and the High
schools.

The
musical,
by
the
Queensland
team
of
Dorricott and Denver, was
based (very loosely) on the
Dracula legend, but it gave
plenty of opportunities for
students
to
be
"little

monsters"

-

the

most

noteworthy of these were
the four members of the

In the Hades Bar - a Den of ln;qui{y

DF€*ar":##:srIVHo£IN;ifjafty#.+ngENNstist

Junior

High

School

gang:

A
number
of
past
students were involved in
the productlon. Effie Pascal
again
provided
the
choreography while Sam

Peck was stage manager.

I

Cameron Lee (Hamberger), Jonathan Gill (Mayor), Adam Russell (SIIIyberger), Steven Watts

(Sam's

sister,

Penny,

played Mrs. Dracula, while
little sister, Kathy, was a
riveting
disco-dancing
Frankenstein)

Other

students

who

excelled
included
Pierre
Salama with his cloud of
fog, Dean Perks with his
little cape, Willeka Wooster,

David Cox (last year's "Man
of
Steel")
and
Sean
Norman. A Year 12 STC
student, Denise Caia, was
responsible

for

all

the

costumes.
The

three

nights

of

performances, and the
many hours of rehearsal
before school, after school
and at weekends, were
exhausting
but
the
excellence of the final result
made it all worthwhile.

Lj

S.R.C. Report
LI

The
Ashwood
College
Student
Bepresentative Council is an active group of
students who meet regularly to discuss
school matters and become involved in
most aspects of the school. Throughout the

I

year, the Council has had representatives

I

on the Curriculum Committee, the Publicity

Committee,
the PEP
Committee, the
Canteen
Committee,
the Uniform
Committee and, of course, the School

Lj

Council.

Students

The Executive of the S.B.C., which has
representatives from all year levels, meets
fortnightly at lunchtime and the whole

viewed

a video

on

student

action (starring a past S.B.C. president,
Andrew Gill), saw the operation of the radio

and the preparation of the newsletter, as

Council meets every second week.

well as making a visit to the Begional Office
where they had lunch and were told of S.B.C.
activities beyond the school.

The S.B.C. concerns itself with day-today problems of individual students as well
as
year
level
issues.
It
is
generally
supportive of the whole school community
and has this year been involved in Casual
Days, the operation of the School Padio at
lunchtimes, the publishing of the Student
Newsletter and is proposing to open a
Coffee Lounge at lunchtimes.

S.P.C.

membership

is

open

to

all

Interested students, and all year levels are
represented.
Some students gained accreditation for
their

role

on

the

S.F3.C.

particularly

courses.
1987 has been an active, successful and

and participation for 1988, and this was well
supported and a valuable experience for all

Innovative year for the S.BC. and has
formed a sound basis for an even bigger

those taking part

year in 1988.

A Success/uf Teflm
The Ashwood College girls' gymnastics

team has had another very successful year
in 1987.

This year the Ashwood College girls'

gymnastics team won the Burwood Group
Gymnastics Trophy for the third year in a
r C)W .

girls

are

judged

on

I
Lj

I
I
I

Gymtustics

Gyttmastics

I

in

connection with the radio and organization
of the coffee lounge, as part of their school

A one-day lnservice for all Ashwood
College S a C representatives was held in
August to prepare students for involvement

The

I

their

performances in set routines on the floor,
bars, beam and vault. Individual girls are
also provided with opportunities to devise
their own routine on a piece of equipment of
their choice.
Girls from Years 7 to 12 participate in the

Senior and Junior teams and train at
lunchtimes and occasionally after school to

Lj

I
I
I
I
I
I
Lj

prepare for the competitions.
I)

Being Kept Informed
ln order to keep parents fully informed, a
six to eight page illustrated newsletter has

been produced on a weekly basis this year
Students

and

staff

provide

articles,

photographs, art work, sketches and poems,
all

of

which

are

incorporated

into

this

publication

With so much happenlng ln the school,

parents are able to keep up-to-date on all
developments, achievements and events at
Ashwood College

Heather Brash at West's Cake Decoratlon

isa Mc;MIllan at Myer Chadston8 Personnel Office

Work Experience
A
fully
equipped Careers
Pesource
centre is well used at Ashwood College.
This centre includes a mixture of Beference
books, hand-books, magazines and other
printed

information,

Careers

Program

and

Computers

a

with

comfortable

counselling area
Work experience is an Integral part of life
at Ashwood College.

All

Year

10

students

are

out

in

the

work force for at least two weeks during the
year. At Years 11 and 12 work experience js
optional but strongly recommended by the

Careers Teacher/Work Experience Coordinator.
Sheridan Mulholland -Ashwood Primary Sol.ool
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DETAiLs OF Bus f]ouTEs (wiTH MELWAy MAp REFEnENCEs)
POUTE

POUTE

MELWAY

W'EIWAY

622

Holmesglen Railway slation

Power Avenue

69G1

623

60 H12 69 J1

69J2

Wavorloy High School

69K3

Mt

Hunlingdale F`oad

School

69K4

Wavorloy Boacl

Fern(roe Gully Boad

69J7

69F8

Chadstone Shopplng Centre
Danclenong Boad

Princas Highway to
Chacls`one Shopplng Centre
Ro`urn to Holmesglon Fuy Stn

69D4

Carnogio F`aitway Sln
No6rim Fload

69G1

69D2
69D4

Tonnyson Slreel

6983

8lessington S`s )

SI

734

59 H10

Burko Poad

59 Gll 68 G1

Gaul/Ield F`allway S`a`ion

F\evorse of thls

G lon Eira f`oad
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